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2. 	 Furnace Temp. OF
 
3. 	 Belt Speed, in./min.
 
4. 	 Dewpoint, OF
 
5. 	 Atmosphere amount
 
6. 	 Plaque spacing, inches
 
7. 	 Ist Water Zone Temp , OF
 
0F
8. 	 2nd Water Zone Temp., 

9. 	 Plaque Seq. (Column 1, 3rd item)
 






13. Strength, lbs/sq in. 	of thickness
 
i 
Table In - Listing o Raw Data - Plaque Study 
101 16216 6. 28. 390. 0.1 72. 92. 1. 1.617 0.0267 0.0212 441.86 
101 1621. 6. 28. 390. 0.1 72. 92. 1. 1.659 0.0275 3.0213 431.41 
101 1621. 6. 28. 390. 0.1 72. 92. 1. 1.688 0.0294 0.023o 416.49 
101 1621. 6. 28. 39,0. 0.1 72. 92. 1. 1.713 0.0291 0.0232 398.55 
101 1621a 6. 28. 390. 0.1 72. 92. 1. 1.698 0.0237 0.0229 423,40 
101 1621. 6. 28. 390. 0.1 72. 92. 1. 1.624 0.0290 0.0234 361.18 
101 1621. 6. 28. 390. 0.1 72. 92. 1. 1.704 0.0298 0.02 0 405.39 
101 1621. 6. 28. 390. 0.1 72. 92. 1. 1.701 0.0287 0.0229 439.74 
101 1621. 6. 28. 390. 0.1 72. 92. 1. 1.729 0.0286 0.0227 385,10 
102 1623. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 2. 1.664 0.0305 0.0248 462.81 
102 1623, 6. 28. 400., 0.1 73. 92. 2. 1.688 0.0330 0.0242 '87.53 
102 1623. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 2. 1.728 0.0307 0.0248 381.97 
102 1623. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 2. 1.753 0,0282 0.0222 480.99 
102 1623. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 2. 1.659 0.02o0 0.0203 549,19 
102 1623. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 2. 1.709 0.02S5 0.0226 415.51 
102 1623. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 2. 1.675 0.0255 0.0228 415.51 
102 1623. 6o 28. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 2. 1.713 0.0301 0.0242 372o5, 
102 1623. 6. 28. 430. 0.1 73. 92. 2. 1.723 0.0298 0.0239 342.05 
103 1625. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 73. 92, 3. 1.673 0.0306 0.0249 360,44 
103 1625. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 3. 1.678 0.0304 0.0246 377.37 
103 1625. 6. 27, 400. 0,1 73. 92. 3. 1.698 0.0318 0.0260 335.75 
103 1625. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 3. 1.742 0.0304 0.0244 401,72 
103 1625. 6. 27, 400, 0.1 73. 92. 3. 1.677 0.0297 0.0239 420.88 
103 1625. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 3. 1.664 0.0295 0.0238 387.82 
103 1625. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 3. 1.728 0.0296 0.0237 ,852O 
103 1625. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 3. 1.754 0.0336 0.0246 JoO.44 
103 1625. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 73. 92. 3. 1.783 0.0307 0.0246 405.84 
104 1655. 6. 26. 400. 0.1 72. 92. A, 1.639 0.0330 0.0244 400,00 
104 1635. 6. 26. 400. 0.1 72. 92. 4. 1.720 0.0301 0.0242 409.76 
104 1635. 6. 26. 430. 0.1 72. 92. 4. 1.792 0.0295 0.0234 349.04 
104 1635, 6. 26. 400. 0.1 72. 92. 4. 1.754 0.0297 0.0237 433.63 
104 1635. 6. 26. 400. 0.1 72. 92. 4. 1.715 0.0295 0.0236 387.82 
104 1635. 6. 26. 400. 0.1 72. 92. 4. 1.669 0.0294 0.0237 377,45 
104 1635. 6. 26. 400. 0.1 72. 92. 4. 1.689 0.0303 0.0245 367.61 
104 1635. 6. 26. 400. 0.1 72. 92. 4. 1.703 0.3338 0.0250 391.35 
104 1635. 6. 26. 400. 0.1 72. 92. 4. 1.725 0.0293 0.0239 430,72 
105 1640. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 93. 5. 1.675 0.0305 0.0249 39..48 
105 1640. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 93. 5. 1.707 0.0298 0.0239 418,06 
105 1640. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 93. 5. 1.701 0.0337 0.0249 393.90 
105 1640. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 93. 5. 1.788 0.0301 3.0243 459.43 
105 1640. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 93. 5. 1.712 0.0282 0.3223 5J9.28 
105 1640. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 93. 5. 1.714 0.0302 0.0243 394.72 
105 1640, 6. 25. 400. 0.1- 72. 93. 5. 1.690 0.0296 0.0238 398.04 
105 1640. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 93. 5. 1.697 0.0295 0.0237 400.75 
105 1640. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 93. 5. 1.718 0.0315 0.0256 351,47 
106 1635. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 94. 6. 1.672 0.0306 0.0249 48.42 
106 1635. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 -72. 94. 6. 1.713 0.0316 0.0257 360,52 
106 1635. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 94. 6. 1.709 0.0323 0.02o4 301.93 
106 1635. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 94. 6. 1.689 0.0322 0.0264 217.01 
106 1635. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 9 . 6. 1.739 0.0306 0.0246 264.32 
106 1635. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 72. 94. a. 1.759 0.0314 0.0254 262.43 
111 1623. 6. 30. 400. 0.1 78. E4. 1. 1.678 0.0308 0.0250 367.63 
111 1623. 6. 30. 400. 0.1 78. 34. 1. 1.657 0.0307 0.0250 370,03 
111 1623, 6. 30. 400o 0.1 78. B4. 1. 1.635 0.0300 0.0244 362.5J 
ill 1623. 6. 30. 400. 0.1 78. 34. 1. 1.642 0.0296 0.0240 398.04 
111 1623. 6. 30. 400. 0.1 78. 54. 1. 1.644 0.0273 0.0222 4o5,81 
111 1623. 6. 30. 400. 0.1 78. 84. 1. 1.668 0.0304 0.0247 431.72 
i11 1623. 6. 30. 400. 0.1 78. =4. 1. 1.656 0.0298 0-0241 367.38 
111 1623. 6. 30. 400. 0.1 78. 54. 1. 1.641 0.0286 0.0230 481,38 
111 1623. 6. 30. 400. 0.1 78. 34. 1. 1.664 0.0302 0.0245 357.71 
112 1618. 6. 29. 430. 0.1 79. 85. 2. 1.724 00292 0.0233 475.00 
112 1618, 6. 29. 400. 0.1 79. 35. 2. 1.661 0,0299 0.0242 427,85 




112 1618. 6. 29. 400. 0.1 79. 85. 2. 1.693 0.0285 0.0227 457.06 
112 1618. 6o 29, 400. 0.1 79. 85. 2. 1.679 0.0253 0.0195 597.57 
112 1616. 6. 29. 400. 0.1 79. 85. 2. 1.668 0.0235 0.0228 457.06 
112 1618. 6. 29. 400. 0.1 79. 85. 2. 1.647 0.0288 0.0232 434.03 
112 1618. 6. 29. 400. 0.1 79. 85. 2. 1.638 0.0286 0.0230 385.10 
112 1618. 6. 29. 400. 0.1 79. 85. 2. 1.642 0.0293 0.0237 406.24 
113 1614. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 79, 85. 3. 1.730 0.0312 0.0253 427.61 
113 1614. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 3. 1.690 0.0312 0.0254 381.38 
113 1614. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 3. 1.679 0.0S04 0.024t 389.54 
113 1614. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 3. 1.705 0.0287 0.0229 491.69 
113 1614. 6. 28. 400.' 3.1 79. 86. 3. 1.687 0.0265 0.0207 592.74 
113 1614. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 3. 1.724 0.0265 0.020* 57o.72 
113 1614. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 3. 1.697 0.0300 0.0242 412.50 
113 1614. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 3. 1.704 0.0297 0.0239 433.63 
113 1614. 6. 28. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 3. 1.682 0.0294 0.0236 403.48 
114 1612. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 4. 1.709 0.0302 0.0243 394.72 
114 1612. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 4. 1,683 0.0306 0.0248 384.47 
114 1612. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 4. 1.676 0.0308 0.0251 415.07 
114 1612. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 4. 1.726 0.0296 0.3237 410.88 
114 1612. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 4. 1.694 0.0290 0.0232 454.82 
114 1612, 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 4. 1.725 0.0305 0.0246 399.09 
114 1612. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 4. 1.680 0.0289 0.0231 444.50 
114 1612, 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 86. 4. 1.693 0.3288 0.0233 406.90 
114 1612. 6. 27. 403. 0.1 79. 86. 4. 1.670 0.0291 0.3234 438.41 
115 1610. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 87. 5. 1.717 0.0316 0.0257 371.79 
115 1610. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 87. 5. 1,686 0.0333 0.3245 404.37 
115 1610. 6. 27. 400. 3.1 79. 87. 5. 1.690 0.0304 0.0246 353.02 
115 1610. 6. 27. 4004 0.1 79. 87. 5. 1.659 0.0299 0.0242 352.35 
115 1610. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 87. 5. 1.648 0.0306 0.0249 384.47 
115 1610. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 87. 5. 1.691 0.0322 0.0264 336.36 
115 1610. 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 87. 5. 1.646 0.0297 0.0241 357.11 
115 1610, 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 87. 5. 1.626 0.0292 0.0236 369.44 
115 1610, 6. 27. 400. 0.1 79. 87. 5. 1.620 0.0301 0.0245 360.10 
116 1612. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 80. 83. 6. 1.678 0.0310 0.0252 50,38 
116 1612. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 80. 85. 6. 1.722 0.0305 0.0246 471.65 
116 1612. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 80. 88. 6. 1.653 0.0293 0.0236 458.65 
116 1612. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 80. 88. 5. 1.639 0.0270 0.0214 570.99 
116 1612. 6. 25. 400. 0-1 80. 88. 6. 1.639 0.0261 0.0205 594.53 
116 1612. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 80. 88. 6. 1.669 0.0277 0.0220 513.17 
116 1612. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 80. 83. 6. 1.650 0.0306 0.0249 372.45 
116 1612, 6. 25. 430. 0.1 80. 85. 6. 1.643 0.0305 0.0249 338.62 
116 1612. 6. 25. 400. 0.1 80o. S. 6. 1.728 0.0294 0.3235 442.52 
201 1860. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 174. 39. 1. 1.710 0.0283 0.0224 561.88 
201 1860. 12. 50. 830. 16.0 174. 89. 1. 1.677 0.0280 0.0222 573.98 
201 1860. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 174. 89. 1. 1.717 0.0284 0.0225 543.98 
201 1860. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 174. 89. 1. 1.672 0.0285 0.0228 512*47 
201 1860. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 174. 39. 1. 1.644 0.0276 0.0220 487.36 
201 1860. 12. 50. 830. 16.0 174. 89. 1. 1.693 0.0281 0.0223 512.91 
201 1860. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 174. 89. 1. 1.699 0.0282 0.0224 509,28 
201 1860, 12. 50. 800. 16.0 174. 39, 1. 1.660 0.0282 0.0225 523.43 
201 1860. 12. 50. 800, 16.0 174. 89. 1. 1.638 0.0230 0.0224 473.53 
202 1860, 12. 54. 830. 16.0 175. 9C. 2. 1.712 0.0289 0.0233 511.85 
202 1860. 12. 54. 800. 16.0 175. 90. 2. 1.698 0.0287 0.0229 505.35 
202 1860. 12. 54. 800. 16.0 175. 93. 2. 1.665 0.0290 0.0233 494.95 
202 1860. 12. 54. 800. 16.0 175. 9C. 2. 1.728 0.0275 0.3216 539.67 
202 1860. 12. 54. 800. 16.0 175. 9C. 2. 1.711 0.0285 0.0226 554.02 
202 1860. 12. 54. 800. 16.0 175. 90. 2. 1.719 0.0269 0.023: b58.79 
202 1860. 12. 54. 800. 16.0 175. 90. 2. 1.752 0.0291 0.0231 b11.12 
202 1860. 12. 54. 800. 16.0 175. 90. 2. 1.700 0.0284 0.02 2b 516.08 
202 1860. 12. 54. 80. 16.0 175. 90. 2. 1.713 0.0291 0.0232 571.26 
203 1859. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 174. 9:. 3. 1.636 0.0285 0.0229 526.32 
203 1859. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 174. 9C. 3. 1.647 0.0283 0.0227 505.69 




203 1859. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 174. 90. 3. 1.723 0-'218 0.0219 611.38 
203 1859. 12. 53, 800. 16.0 174. 93. 3. 1.689 3.'268 0.321a 673.52 
203 1859. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 174. 90. 3. 1.768 C,)285 0.0224 037.12 
203 1859. 12. 53. 830. 16.0 174. 90. 3. 1.726 0.3277 0.0218 630.47 
203 1859. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 174. 90. 3. 1.740 0.0277 0.0217 586.48 
203 1859. 12. 53. 830. 16.0 174. 90. 3. 1.847 0.0278 0.0215 698.72 
204 1857s 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 91. 4. 1.684 .0293 0.0235 524,18 
204 1857. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 91. 4. 1.682' 3.3290 0.0232 535.08 
204 1857. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 91. 4. 1.660 D.3293 0.0236 471.76 
204 1857. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 91. 4. 1.692 0.3280 0.0222 502.23 
204 1857. 12. 53. 800. 16,0 173. 91. 4. 1.672 3.3285 0.0228 512.47 
204 1857. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 92. 4. 1.702 0.0283 0,0225 519.73 
204 1857. 12. 53. 800. J6.0 173. 91. 4. 1.676 3.0292 0.0235 488.19 
204 1857. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 91. 4. 1.629 3.0285 0.0229 470.91 
204 1857. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 92. 4. 1.629 0.3277 0.0221 527.83 
205 1855. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 91. 5. 1.868 0.3289 0.0225 606.14 
205 18556 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 91. 5. 1.804 3.283 0.0221 569.97 
205 1855. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 91. 5. 1.744 3.,0282 0.0222 565.87 



























205 1855. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 91. 5. 1.693 3.0276 0.0218 443.05 
205 1855. 12. 53, 800. 16.0 173. 91. 5. 1.687 3.3276 0.0215 502.13 
205 1855. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 91. 5. 1.73o 0.3271 0.0211 582.10 
206 1858. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 92. 6. 1.684 3.3238 0.0230 406.93 
206 1858. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 92. 6. 1.778 3.3293 0.0232 497.97 
206 1858. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 92. 6. 1.743 0.3291 0.0231 478.27 
206 1858. 12, 53. 800 ib.o0 173. 92. 6. 1.689 0.3273 0.0215 528.32 
206 1858. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 92. 6. 1.695 0.3265 0.0237 704.88 
206 1858. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 92. 6. 1.73& 0.3273 0.021 & 694.36 
206 1858. 12. 53, 800. 16.0 173. 92. 6. 1.660 3.3296 0.0239 436.56 
206 185q. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 92. 6. 1.690 0.3292 0.0234 435.41 
206 1858. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 173. 92. 6. 1.733 0.3294 0.0235 494.59 
211 1852. 12, 41, 500. 16,0 179. 105. 1. 1.823 3.3297 0.0234 765.23 
211 1852. 12. 41. 500. 16.0 179. 105. 1. 1.742 '.0290 0.0230 601.96 
211 1852. 12. 41. 500. 16.0 179. 105. 1. 1.755 ,.3297 0.0237 599.43 
211 1852a 12. 41, 500. 16.0 179. 105. 1. 1.733 0.3290 0.0231 575.21 
211 1852. 12. 41, 500. 16.0 179. 105. 1 1.693 0.3292 0.0234 527.77 
211 1852. 12. 41. 500 16.0 179. 105. 1- 1.715 3.3292 0.0233 488.19 
211 1852. 12. 41. 500, 16.0 179. 105. 1. 1.728 0.3267 0.0208 631.23 
211 1852. 12. 41, 500. 16.0 179. 105. 1. 1.673 3.268 0.0211 579.54 
211 1852. 12. 41. 500. 16.0 179. 105, 1. 1.691 3.3267 0.0239 508.11 
212 1858. 12. 42. 750. 16.0 179. 107. 2. 1.692 C.0281 0.0223 612.64 
212 1858. 12. 42. 750. 16.0 179. 107. 2. 1.654 0.0271 0.0214 612.74 
212 185. 12. 42. 750. 16.0 179. 107. 2. 1.642 0.3286 0.0230 550.15 
212 1858. 12. 42. 750. 16.0 179. 107. 2. 1.667 3.3273 0.0215 573.60 
212 1858. 12. 42. 750. 16.0 179. 107. 2. 1.758 0.3265 0.0205 736.92 
212 1858. 12. 42. 750. 16.0 179. 107. 2. 1.735 3.3284 0.0224 516.08 
212 1858. 12. 42. 750. 16.0 179. 137. 2. 1.648 0.3270 0.0213 540.12 
212 1858. 12, 42. 750. 16.0 179. 107. 2. 1.632 0.3259 0.0203 603.75 
212 1858. 12. 42. 750. 16.0 179. 107. 2. 1.627 0.0278 0.0222 494.93 
213 1860. 12. 43. 800. 16.0 180. 109. 3. 1.738 0.'282 0.0222 650.75 
213 1860. 12. 43. 800. 16.0 180. 139. 3. 1.690 0.-266 0.0208 635.99 
213 1860. 12. 43. 800. 16.0 180. 109. 3. 1.673 0.3268 0.0211 657.86 
213 1860. 12. 43. 800. 16.0 180. 109. 3. 1.708 0.3271 0.0212 505.51 
213 1860. 12. 43. 800. 16.0 183. 109. 3. 1.791 ).3266 0.J205 572.39 
213 1860. 12. 43. 80. 16.0 180. 10. 3. 1.699 0.276 0.0218 561.20 
213 1860. 12. 43. 800. 16.0 180. 109. 5. 1.667 O.285 0.0228 512.47 
213 1860. 12. 43. 800. 16.0 180. 109. 3. 1.696 0.279 0.0221 433.58 
213 1860, 12. 43. 800. 16.0 180. 109. 3. 1.672 0.0264 0.0207 581.10 
214 1863. 12. 46. 800. 16.0 179. 113. 4. 1.723 C.3294 0.0235 520.62 
214 1863. 12. 46. 800. 16.0 179. 113. 4. 1.680 3.3293 0.0235 524.18 




214 1863. 12. 46. 800. 16.0 179. 110. 4. 1.684 0.0292 0.0234 448.61 
214 1863. 12. 46. B0O 16.0 179. 110. 4. 1.635 0.0295 0.0239 465.38 
214 1863. 12. 46, 800. 16.3 179. 113. 4. 1.668 0.0294 0.0237 461.57 
214 1863. 12. 46, 300. 16.0 179. 110. 4. 1.700 0.0291 0.3233 478.27 
214 1863. 12. 46. 800. 16.0 179. 110. 4. 1.635 0.0287 0.0231 409.74 
214 1553. 12. 46. 800. 16.0 179. 110. 4. 1.652 0.0292 U.0235 488.19 
215 1365. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 180. 110. 5,- 1.699 0.0293 0.0235 497.97 
215 1965. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 180. 110. 5. 1.683 0.0283 0.0225 561.88 
215 ie65. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 180. 110. 5. 1.678 "3.0286 ).0228 508.89 
215 1865. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 180. 110. 5. 1.660 0,0287 0.0-230 491.69 
215 1865. 12. 50. 830. 16.0 180. 110. 5. 1.653 0.0290 0.0233 503.32 
215 1865. 12. 50. BOO. lo.3 180. 110. 5. 1.673 0.3285 0.0228 493.62 
215 1865. 12. 53. 800. 16.0 180. 110. 5. 1.660 3.0290 0.0233 481 .57 
215 1865. 12. 50. BOO. 16.3 150- 110- 5- 1.626 0.0293 0.0237 497.97 
215 1865. 12. 50. BOO. 16.0 180. 110. 5. 1.594 0,0233 0.0228 a63.55 
216 1865. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 180. 112. 6. 1.705 0.0288 0.0230 515.41 
216 1865. 12. 50. 500* 16.0 180. 112. 6. 1.660 0.0269 0.0212 559.69 
216 1865. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 !80. 112. 6. 1.630 D.0291 0.3235 398.55 
216 1665. 12. 50. 800. 10.0 150. 112. 6. 1.702 0.0292 0.0234 554,io 
216 1865., 12. 50o 800. 16.3 180. 112. 6. 1.690 0,0289 0.0231 484.91 
216 1865. 12. 50. BOO. 16.0 180. 112. 6. 1.655 0.0261 0.0204 693.62 
216 18656 12. 50. 800. 16.0 180. 112. 6. 1.685 0.0276 0.0213 005.51 
216 1865. 12. 50. 8JO. 16.0 130. 112. 6. 1.668 0.0264 0.0207 613,38 
216 1865. 12. 50. 800. 16.0 180. 112. 6. 1.635 0.0260 0.0204 599.11 
301 1613. 6. 38. 800. 16.0 177. 90. 1. 1.700 0.0309 0.0251 435.95 
01 1613. 6. 38. 800. 16.0 177. 90# 1. 1.690 0.0292 0.0234 461.8D 
301 1613. 6. 38a 800. 16.0 177. 90* 1. 1.703 0.3302 0.0244 431,72 
a0l 1613. 6. 38. 800. 16.0 177. 90. 1. 1.702 0.0302 0.0244 431.72 
301 1613. 6. 38, 800. 16.0 177. 90# 1. 1.714 0.0276 0.0217 472.59 
301 1613, 6. 58. BOO. io40 177. 90. i. 1.661 0.0291 0.0234 411.84 
301 1613. 6. 38. 800. 16.0 177. 90. 1. 1.699 0.0303 0.0245 355.36 
101 1613. 6. 38. 800. 16.0 177. 90. 1. 1.774 0.0298 0.0237 392,72 
501 1613. 6. 38. 830. 16.0 177. 90. 1. 1.759 0.0294 O.J234 403#48 
B02 1621. 6. 33. 810. 16.0 178. 90. 2. 1.677 0.0272 0.0214 486.59 
302 1621, 6. 33a 810. 16.0 178. 90. 2. 1.738 0.0291 0.0231 438.41 
502 1621. 6. 33. 810. 16,0 178. 90. 2. 1.714 0.0296 0.0237 423.72 
302 1621. 6. 33. 810. 16.0 176. 90. 2. 1.674 0,0288 0.0231 4J6.90 
502 1621. 6. 33. 810. 16.3 178. 90. 2. 1.681 0.0296 0.0238 385.20 
302 1621. 6. 33. 810. 16.0 178. 90. 2. 1.668 0.0298 0.0241 215.36 
302 1621. 6. 33. 810. 16.0 178. 90. 2. 1.669 0.0303 0.0246 45.07 
302 1621. 6. 33. 810, 16.0 178. 90. 2. 1.722 0.0316 0.0257 236.59 
302 1621. 6. 33. 810. 16.0 178. 90. 2. 1.739 0.0295 0.0235 2UO.84 
303 1630. 6. 27. 820. 16.0 176. 90. 3. 1.659 0.0292 0.0235 369.44 
?03 1630. 6. 27. 820. 16.0 176. 90. 3. 1.665 0.0314 0.0257' 296.67 
303 1630. 6. 27. 620. 15.0 176. 90. B. 1.706 0.0314 0.0255 296.67 
303 1630. 6. 27. 820o 16.0 176. 90. 3. 1.670 0,0 412 0.0255 254.25 
503 1630. 6. 27. 820. 16.0 176. 90. 3. 1.649 0.0309 0.0252 271.00 
303 1630. 6. 27. 820. 16.0 176. 90. 3. 1.652 0.0315 0.0258 ZJ4.08 
303 1630. 6. 27. 820. 16.0 176. 90. 3. 1.670 0.3325 0.0268 223.67 
303 1630. 6. 27. 820. 16.0 176. 90. 3. 1.709 0.0333 0.0274 202-91 
303 1633. 6. 27. 820. 16.0 176. 90. 3. 1.679 0.0324 0.0266 171.47 
304 1613. 6. 26. 800. 16.0 176. 90. 4. 1.664 0,J03 0.0246 355.380 
304 1610. 6. 26. 8300o 16.0 176. 90. 4. 1.690 0.03C6 0.0248 396.48 
304 1610. 6. 26. 830, 16.0 l76. 90. 4. 1.715 0.0316 0,0257 292.92 
3D4 1610. 6. 26. 800. 16.3 176. 90. 4. 1.710 0.0319 0.0260 232.16 
304 1610. 6. 26. 8300. 16.0 176. 90. 4. 1.708 0.0307 0.0248 :22.28 
304 161C. 6. 26. 800. 16.0 176. 90. 4. 1.685 0.0322 0.0264 173,60 
304 1610. 6. 26. 800. 16.0 276. 90. 4. 1.728 0.0318 0.0259 200.25 
304 16110. 6. 26. 800. 16.3 176. 90. 4. 1.693 0.0319 0.0261 210.05 
S04 1613. 6. 26. 800. 16.0 176. 90. 4. 1.633 0.0316 0.02o3 236.59 
305 1605. 6. 25. 815. 16.0 177. 90. 5. 1.690 0.0290 0.0232 3J7.67 
305 1605. 6. 25. 815. 15.0 177. 90. 5. 1.689 0.0280 0.0222 487.88 
305 1605, 6. 25s 815. 16.0 177. 90. 5. 1.665 0.0271 0.0214 444.23 
305 1605. 6. 25. 815. 16.0 177. 90. 5, 1.699 0.0309 0.0251 282,78 
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This report describes the first phase of experiments
 
designed to determine the critical process variables in the manu­
facturing of aerospace nickel-cadmium cells. This first phase
 




The results presented here are the effects of sintering
 
time and temperature, atmosphere composition and cooling method.
 
The plaques were characterized by thickness, porosity, free
 
volume, strength and weight. Unit weight, thickness and strength
 







The objective of this program is to develop a process procedure
 
and control for manufacturing nickel-cadmium aerospace cells with reliable
 
five (5) year life capability. In order to achieve these objectives,
 
each component part will be investigated separately and collectively to
 
determine the critical variables and related interactions,
 
The total program consists of four (4) distinct, yet interrelated
 
phases. The first phase consists of a detailed analysis of our procedures
 
in conjunction with a review of pertinent literature of nickel-cadmium
 
batteries to assess critical variables of the various processes that
 
affect cell performance. The second phase will involve the evaluation
 
and testing (verification) of the variables and their interrelation as
 
determined in Phase 1. This will include a design of experiments to
 
experimentally identify critical variables and to establish tolerances
 
required for uniform performance. Phase 3 includes the detailed preparation
 
of a Quality and Reliability Assurance Program, Acceptance and Manufacturing
 
Flow Sheets and a complete specification similar to Specification Number
 
S-716-P-23, Interim Model Specification for High Reliability Nickel-Cadmium
 
Spacecraft Cells. The Fourth Phase of the program will be to implement
 
the results of Phases 1 through 3 on a production basis. This effort
 
will "prove out" the conclusions and will establish both validity of con­
cept and applicability to production equipment and overall operational
 
capability. During this phase, the deliverable items of separation,
 
positive and negative plates will be prepared. Also, 20 nickel-cadmium
 
cells of 20 ampere-hour size will be manufactured to the developed procedure.
 
Inspection levels will be 100% minimum and complete traceability maintained.
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The first quarter of this program has been devoted to investi­
gating the dry-sintering process used in manufacturing porous nickel
 
plaque. A factorial experiment was designed to examine the sintered
 
plaque characteristics as a function of the process variables. The
 
data gathered from this experiment were analyzed using a step-wise
 
multiple regression technique designed for iise with the IBM 1130 computer.
 
At the completion of analysis, plaques with different characteristics
 
will be selected for use in the impregnation factorial experiment.
 
After the impregnation study, these plaques will be characterized both
 
electrically and physically to determine the effects of sintering and
 
impregnation variations. Tolerance limits will be selected and plates
 
will be produced for a production lot of cells. Studies will also be
 
conducted on other component parts, such as, separators, ceramic-to-metal
 
seals, welding techniques, etc. At the completion of these component
 
studies, cells will be built and investigated for such things as electro­
lyte amount, positive-negative ratio, compression, etc. The cells produced
 





II. DRY SINTERING EXPERIMENTr 
A. Dry Sintering Process
 
The dry or loose sintering process consists of sieving Carbonyl
 
Nickel Powders (INC0 287) into a pre-set mold which contains the
 
nickel-supporting grid. The powder is then leveled and transferred
 
to an Inconel sheet. The raw plaque which is 10.5 x 9.5 inches is
 
then passed through the sintering furnace on the Inconel sheet.
 











B. Program Plan 
A designed experiment was conducted to obtain information on 
the effect of production parameters and error variance. This 
design was of a sequential series type using seven (7) variables. 
The seven (7) variables require eight (8) tests for main effect 
evaluation and in order to obtain error variance determinations,
 
five (5) replicates were run making a total of 13 tests.- The
 
tests were randomized as to their order and every effort was made 
to prevent any level of a variable from simply carrying over from 
its previous level into the next test. The levels and designations
 
are shown in Table I, while the plan is shown in Table II. All
 
the variables were measured and the actual numbers, not the design 
levels, were used in the analysis.
 
The main effect tests were the four (4) corners and center of
 
the full factorial with a random selection of the other trials.
 





VARIABLES AND DESIGNATION OF THE LEVELS 
VARIABLES LEVEL AND DESIGNATION 
1. Temperature 	 1600 = -1; 1850 = +1, Degrees F 
2. Belt Speed 	 6 = -1; 12 = +1, Inches/Minute 
3. 	Dewpoint 25 = -1; 50 = +1, Degrees F 
400 = -1; 800 = +1, Cubic Feet/Hour4. Atmosphere Amount 

5. Bulk Density 	 Measured, .870 ± .006 gms/cc
 
6. Plaque Spacing 	 0 = -1; 16 = +1, Inches 




DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT WITH
 



































4 +1 +1 +1 -1 -I -1 -1 

































10 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
11 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
12 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
13 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 
C. Sintering Exericent
 
The sintering experiments were carried-out on a furnace located 
at Eagle-Picher's Colorado 9prings Facility (See Figure 2). The
 
sintering furnace has a maximum temperature capability of 20000 F
 
and a belt speed of 22 inches per minute. The furnace temperature
 
was controlled by sensing the temperature from two (2) thermocouples
 
located four (4) inches above the belt in two (2) locations. The 
belt speed was controlled by adjusting the drive motor speed. The 
furnace has a controlled atmosphere which is produced by cracking 
natural gas in an endothermic-generator. The composition of this 
gas is adjusted by the gas-to-air ratio in the generator and measured 
by its dewpoint using an Alnor Dewpointer Type 7000/U. The amount of 
atmosphere in the furnace is controlled by the input valve and associ­
ated flow meter. The furnace has two (2) cooling chambers each with
 
its own temperature control. The temperature of the cooling zone is 
maintained by a temperature sensitive valve which varies the amount
 
of water flowing through the water jackets.
 
Six (6) plaques were made with each test. Each plaque was
 
(9) as Each sample issampled in nine places shown in Figure 3. 
1" x 2" and was cut using a standard punch and die set mounted on 











Thesamples were then weighed on a RX-i Torsion Balance
 
(The Torsion Balance Company, Clifton, New Jersey) and the
 
thickness measured using a AS 1141C Exact Micrometer (E. J. Cady
 
& Company, Chicago, Illinois). The free volume was then calcu­
lated by the following equation:
 
Where: VF = Free Volume in Cu.In./Sq.In.
 




2d W = Weight of Sample 
d = Density of Nickel in Gms/Cu.In.
 
The mechanical strength of each sample was measured using a
 
Four-Point Bend Testing Machine constructed at Eagle-Picher. The
 
bending jig and method of obtaining mechanical strength of porous
 
nickel plaques were developed under Contract Number NAS5-11561 by(1) 
Tyco Laboratories, Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts. Figure 5 shows
 
the completed assembly and Figure 6 shows the bending jig. The 
bending jig is mounted to a standard ball bearing die set to pro­
vide a friction free perpendicular movement with a controlled side­
loading. The die set is equipped with a compression load cell of
 
a 25 pound range and a load meter with an amplifier (Bytrex, Inc., 
Waltham, Mass.). The die set is driven with a hardened lead screw 
with 16 threads per inch and a reciprocating ball nut to provide a
 
friction free advance. This is coupled to a 10 rpm motor capable 
of producing 36 inch pounds of thrust at the Four-Point Bend Tester. 




The samples were placed on the lower circular pins shown in
 
Figure 6 and a compressive load applied -by the upper circular pins. 






= .75 PL 













Distance Between Outer Supports 
Width of Sample (1.0 inch) 



























Each "observation" in the plan, discussed in the previous section,
 
consisted of data on six (6) plaques per test. Each plaque had
 
nine (9) sample results, thus, approximately 700 observations were
 
available. The "pure" replicates were the nine (9) samples within
 
each plaque. Some variation in the independent or controlled vari­
able matrix was observed and these were used in the matrix-as such.
 
The sequence of the six (6) plaques going through the furnace was
 




and no change in bulk density was found through the whole plan,
 
so this variable was replaced by the plaque sequence. There were
 
two (2) cooling zones and the temperature from each was put into
 
the matrix. The weight of the two (2) sq.in. sample was used as
 
a variable when regressing for the thickness response and the
 
thickness (actual) was used when regressing for void and strength
 
responses. Void per sq.in. of surface was considered a more pertinent
 
and meaningful response when porosity percentage, therefore, porosity
 
was replaced by void in the matrix. Void represents the actual volume
 
available for active material and requires knowledge of the thickness
 
of the particular plaque. Void is an absolute quantity in units of
 
cu.in. per sq.in. plaque.
 
A total of nine (9) variables were used in the independent
 
variable matrix (=) for each response. Table 1A, in the Appendix,
 
lists the column designations and Table lB lists the original data
 
with the response computed for each observation.
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B. 	Interpretation - ANOVA (Analysis of Variance)
 
Although multiple regression analysis is not dependent on
 
information from an analysis of variance, obtaining the pure error
 
sum of squares from an ANOVA is useful. The residual sum of squares
 
from a regression includes the error sum of squares along with any
 
sum of squares due to interaction or variable terms not included in
 
the model, but should he, provided sufficient degrees of freedom
 
are available. In order to obtain information for this use, an
 
analysis of variance was performed. Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the
 
ANOVA information treating each set of plaque samples (A), each
 
distinct set of plaques (B) and combining the "replicate" sets as
 
a group (C). From the ANOVA information, a high significance is
 
concluded from the "F" value comparisons for the effect of combined
 
variables, as well as showing the replication or pure error (within
 
groups) sums of squares.
 
C. 	Interpretation - ReRression
 
The variable designation for the various regressions are listed
 
in the Appendix for each response; Strength, Table 5A; Void, Table 6A;
 
Thickness, Table 7A. The initial regression for each response
 
(Tables 5B, 6B and 7B) was including the main effects only without any
 
interaction terms in the model. For ease of comparison, a coding
 
routine was used in which the maximum value of each variable is set
 
equal to +1 and the minimum value is set to -1. All intermediate
 
values are prorated between these two (2) values. The printouts
 
show the maxima and minima for all variables except the response
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which is-unchanged. For all three (3) responses, the regressions
 
without interactions show the existence of interactions through
 
the regression sum of squares being appreciably larger than the
 
corresponding pure error sum of squares (within plaques).
 
A note should be added here on a fundamental aspect of inter­
pretation with multiple regression concerning confounding. It was
 
originally thought that a Mvariable vector having a correlation
 
coefficient other than 1 with anotherQXvariable vector regardless
 
of what the vector is would not be confounded. Dr. Leroy Folks,
 




Oklahoma, has started a fundamental analysis of this problem.
 
Although the study is not complete, Dr. Folks opinion at this
 
time is that a factor (vector) that has a correlation coefficient
 
other than zero includes in its regression coefficient some of the
 
effects of the partially correlated vectors and probably vice versa.
 
However, use of the model for predictions and comparison of "pure" 
replication error with residual error is not affected. 
In order to locate and obtain the regression equation with
 
the interactions in the model, a series of regressions were
 
made, always using the same basic nine (9) variable matrix. The
 
regression program being used can handle 36 variables in the X
 
matrix (37 = response). Since there are 36 first order interactions
 
possible from nine (9) variables, two (2) regression runs were
 
necessary. Coding for the interactions was accomplished by apply­
ing the +1 and -1 code to the range of values for the product of
 
the raw variables as a vector. In this manner, a low (minus) code
 
is the result of two (2) low level base variable and a high (plus)
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code is the result of the high level products. Low significance
 
or zero magnitude interactions were replaced with the untried
 
interactions for the second and final regression which is shown
 
in Tables 5C, 6C and 7C for each response. These "C" regressions
 
were used for further interpretation fising the same maximum and
 
minimum for coding the prediction levels desired.
 
It is important to note that when a set of levels are selected
 
that predict above or below the responses in the original data,
 
this constitutes an extrapolation subject to all the restrictions
 
and hazards of graphical extrapolation. With the complexity of the
 
interactions in these results, it is difficult to optimize and at
 
the report closure time, final interpretation is not considered
 




In order to obtain a more complete view of the entire factor
 
space, a computer generated full factorial set of levels (512) along
 
with the predictions of all three (3) responses was built. A sort
 
and rearrangement program was performed on each response while simu­
taneously carrying the matrix, void and strength for each. A set
 
of values was obtained for the highest void x strength product.
 
The original sets are shown in Table 8B and the variable desig­
nations are in Table 8A. No special attention was paid to the
 
"desirable" levels in theQmatrix at this stage. The first variable
 
that was studied was Plaque Sequence, using only the 6th plaque in each test.
 
Table 8C shows the effect of a change of all levels 1 to 6.
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Table 8D shows the effect of belt speed when it is increased
 
from 6 in./min. to 12 in./min. Finally, the effect of changing
 
the plaque spacing to its smallest value in place of 16 inches
 
is shown in Table 8E. In each case, the thickness is uniformly
 
the highest value, .034", so the void and strength are directly
 
comparable without compensating for differences in thickness.
 
Since thickness did vary in the original data, th-s direct compari­
son cannot be precisely made. The reason for observing the effect
 
of changing the levels to those shown is that, in all cases, the
 
levels were changed in the direction of increased production. Only
 
one (1) prediction (Obs. 7) remained the same (no substitution)
 
and another (Obs. 8) was improved slightly (to equal Obs. 7). 
The other predictions all lost strength with slight changes in 
void. 
An effort was made to optimize a set of levels assuming 
linearity between level bounds within linear factors and all 
interactions. This was done by selecting all sets with a void x
 
strength product greater than 100 from the factorial and regressing
 
these against the simple factor matrix to find a "high" set.
 
Table 9A shows the data used for the full factorial prediction
 
set. Variable designations follow Table 6A for the first nine (9)
 
columns, followed by the predicted void and strength.
 
Using coded limits, as in the regressions in Table 6, Tables
 
9B and 9C are the regressions for void and strength, respectively.
 
Table 9D contains the predictions from the original regression (Tables 5
 
and 6) for the levels shown. This confirms the general observation
 
that a plaque may have a good void and either be high or low in strength.
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Whife the interpretation was under way, a mid-level test was
 
conducted to observe whether. predictions would be reliable with
 
mid-levels, assuming linearity of effects and to ultimately add
 
these observations to the basic data matrix for prediction.
 
Only the former has been accomplished as of this report. Table 10A
 
shows a listing of the mid-level data using the variable desig­
nation of Table IA, Table lOB shows a listing of the actual void
 
and strength versus the predicted values using Tables 5 and 6
 
regressions. The predicted strength is not in good agreement with
 
the actual strength although the predicted strength is well above
 
an acceptable range. The predicted strength is 658 pounds versus
 
an actual strength of 554 pounds with corresponding sigmas of 33
 
versus 49. The void prediction is in much better agreement. The
 
mean predicted void is 0.0227 cu.in./sq.in. versus the actual 0.02222
 
cu.in./sq.in. void with corresponding sigmas of 0.063 vs. 0.061
 
respectively. The correlation coefficients of predictions versus
 
actual for void was .923 while strength was .387 (N = 54). Analysis
 
of the pure replication error variance will be made in the treatment
 
of possible improvement in the production sigmas.
 
Additional interpretation with the mid-level test included in 
the data matrix is necessary before an overall appreciation of the 
possible directions that may result in a more uniform plaque can be 
obtained. 
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No interpretation has been made using porosity as a response,
 
since it was the consensus that void was a more meaningful para­
meter. However, porosity does measure the degree to which the
 
void per unit thickness (volumn) has been altered by the experi­
mental parameters. This type of analysis will be included in the
 
more detailed interpretation now underway.
 
D. 	Interpretation: Variability of the Process
 
The problem of measuring and proposing corrective action toward
 
decreasing the variability of the plaques is essentially a separate
 
interpretation. Two (2) types of measurement data may be utilized:
 
(1) 	Analysis of variance data.
 
(2) 	Slope information from the regressions, combined with
 
observed variation within theQ Mmatrix.
 
Using an analysis of variance, the square root of the mean square
 
(MS" in Tables 2, 2.1, 3 and 4) may be used as an estimate of sigma.
 
The 	'"ithingroups" ms using the plaque groups in Tables 2A, etc.,
 
yields an estimate of the "ure" error and assumes the variations
 
within the Comatrix variables will not cause any variation across the
 
plaque. This variability represents combined errors from such sources
 
as experimental error in actual measurements of thickness, weight and
 
strength, and variations across the plaque due to weight per square
 
inch not being uniform, etc. This type of error is separated from
 
variations due to furnace variables not being held constant by sub­
tracting the "within groups" SSQ and degrees of freedom from the
 
next set of groupings.- A complete analysis of variance table has
 
been constructed for weight, thickness, void and strength using the
 
original set of data in Tables 12A, B, C and D. This analysis of
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variance is shown in Tables 2, 2.1, 3 and 4. The terminology used
 
in the "source" column is defined in Table 12A. Variability of the
 
responses may, of course, apply individually to each. In the 
ANOVA detail source, the variability within each plaque ("within ­
plaques") is considered to be "pure error". "Within runs between 
plaques" or 'within runs" would show variability with a new setting
 
of furnace and a restart in plaque preparation. 'Mithin groups
 
between groups" and '"ithingroups" would show variability with the
 
test levels changed to factor settings. The "between group" shows
 
the variability due to all factors. It is expected that there
 
would be an increase in variability between tests and groups due
 
to a complete new set of holding levels.
 






It is difficult to consider the weight being influenced
 
by furnace parameters or how often the furnace starts up.
 
There is a statistically significant increase in variability
 
during each operation and more when the parameters are changed.
 
Comparing the coefficient of variations, this increase due to
 
furnace changing is relatively small as compared to variation
 
across the plaque ('within plaques"). As noted before, this
 
error includes the experimental error of measurement as well
 
as true variation in weight. The pooled factor effect ("between
 
groups") is insignificant. In production, the value of vari­





(2) Thickness x 10
 
From the regression analysis, it is known that thickness
 
is largely determined by the weight but factor effects are
 
very significant. The ANOVA shows somewhat more "pure" error
 
than for weight, the coefficient of variation is 3.59%versus
 
2.15% respectively. This is probably due to the experimental
 
error of measurement being larger. This is reflected parallel
 
to weight except the pooled factor effects are much larger.
 
Similar to weight, the principal location of variability is
 
within the plaque itself. There was also a significant change
 
in overall thickness between tests, but this is small as com­
pared to the variability across the plaque (4.20%-3.59%).
 
(3) Void x 10 and Strength x .01
 
Parallel statements to thickness can be made about void
 
and strength. The increase in variability within tests can
 
be due to variation among the or controlled variables beyond
 
the degrees of control existing. This may be taking place simu­
taneously with variability originating from the variation in
 
weight (leading to thickness, void and strength).
 
In order to assess the variability due to the M variables, the
 
slopes may be obtained by partial differentiation of each regression
 
equation of each response with respect to each controlled variable
 
separately. Without such complex interaction sets, this can normally
 
be done from the coefficients directly. The differentiation totals
 
at least 5 to 7 terms. Both maximum and minimum slopes are given in
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Tables 13A, B and C. These slopes times the fraction of uncontrolled
 
range yields a qualitative estimate of the relative possible range
 
of variation. The ranges subject to adjusting control and those
 
that are fixed are shown as follows:
 
% OF MEAN 
THICKNESS VOID STRENGTH 
VARIABLE RANGE RANGE RANGE RANGE 
Var(1) Temperature ±150; 10.2% 36.7% 29.8% -20.3% 
Var(2) Belt Speed Fixed -- -- -­
Var(3) Dewpoint d±5'; 29.5% 64.9% 24.8% 106%
 
Var(4) Atmosphere ±10, 4.5% 8.75% 0.53% 17.3%
 
Var(5) Plaque Spacing ±.25", 3.17 8.6% 1.0% 16.2%
 
Var(6) ist Cooling Zone ±3', 2.78% 2.7% 0.43% 3.5%
 
Var(7) 2nd Cooling Zone None Observed -- -- -­
Var(8) Plaque Sequence Fixed ......
 
Var(9) Weight Fixed ......
 
As far as is presently known, no confirmation of this interpre­
tation can be made, but it appears that Dewpoint would be the most
 
important variable to obtain tighter controls over to minimize variations
 
followed by temperature and atmosphere amount.
 
E. 	Interpretation - Mid-Level Test (No. 9)
 
The ANOVA information on the mid-level test (#9) is shown
 
in Tables 11A, B, C and D.
 
The "within groups" (Pure error) mean square values of Test
 
No. 9 (Table 11) may be compared with those of the original data 
(Tables 2, 2.1, 3 and 4), taking into account the proper degrees 
of freedom to show whether there is a significant difference by 
an "F" test. 
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The variability of this mid-level run is significantly
 
less than the first tests in the series, as shown in Table 14
 











A complete analysis of the available data is not yet completed.
 




Based on a limited analysis, these observations are made:
 
1. 	Sintering temperature affects both strength and
 
void. That is, low temperature produces high void
 
and low strength, while high temperatures produce
 
low void and high strength.
 
2. Slow belt speeds produced plaques with low void
 
and high strength, while plaques produced at
 
higher belt speeds had high void and low strength.
 
3. 	The effects of Dewpoint and atmosphere amount were
 
the same as for temperature.
 
4. 	The spacing between the plaques had a greater effect
 
on strength than void. Greater distance between
 
plaques showed a marked reduction in strength and
 
a smaller increase in void.
 




6. 	Strength and void appear to be inverse linear func­
tions.
 
The preliminary analysis of the regressions indicate the existence
 
of strong interactions between some of the variables. Because of the com­
plexity of these interactions, the analysis is not complete.
 
An additional mid-level test was made to verify the regression
 
equations. The results of this test were in good agreement with the pre­
- 28 ­
dicted results and, therefore, indicate a good regression equation.
 
Weight and thickness variations appear to be greatest within
 
each plaque. If this variation proves to be significant for good process
 




Work to be accomplished during the next quarter will include
 
a more detailed analysis of the raw plaque data and the beginning of
 
the impregnation study. Also to begin in the next quarter is a separator
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A P P E N D I X  
Table 10 (Continued) . , . . - 
























85. 6. 1-669' 
85. 6. 1.691 
85. 6r 10691 
55. 6. 1.659 
85. 60 1.637 
941 1. 1.681 
941 1. 1.720 
94. 1. 1.699 
94. 1. 1.d64 
94.- 1. 10668 
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94. 1. 1.664 
95. 2. 1.673 
950 2. 1.669 
95. 2. 1.679 
95. 2. 1.735 
95. 2. 1.636 
95. 2 10613 
950 2. 1.713 
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Table l3 (Continued) 
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Table 18 (Con1 
175. 97. 
175. 97. 
NOT . R E P R O D U C I B L E  
;131? 1 3 = S., 55: c 
G?CJD 21 3' = 3.3 553 E 
t93J? 3 . 0 7 1  E . .SSO= 
5 ? x a  L. SF = 9.. SSJ = 
57320 5 .  3' ; 3.. 553 = 
G73J, b..?' r 5.. 553 s 
5 7 . 3 F I  3 . 1 5 5 2 .  
5?3;P 8. OF = 9.r 552 = 
69?;2 9 .  3: = 9.3 553 z 
G??UP 101 07 = 8 . r  550 Z 
G7?u? l l r  3E = 3. 553 = 
G93J? 12, D= = 9. 552 3 
T.73.9 13. -37 = 3.. 553 1 
5?CJ? 14. SF = 9.. 550 = 
E1C.9 15. Di = 3.. 555 = 
t?Z:P 16s 3. = 5. 553 s 
5 5 X 3  17. 3 i  = 8.9 550 = 
G??Z 13. 3F = 8.9 553 = 
t?X? 19. 3F = 9.. 550 s 
5 x 9 9  23, 0; i 9.. 552 = 
t?w" 21. 97 = a., ssc = 
1 2 3 = 9. 553 = 
C9?2? 23. 3F = 8.. 550 s 
5 5  24, 3: i 9.. 553 1 
:?ZJ> 25. 3F = 9.. 553 1 
t?YJ> 26. 3F = 9.3 551 r 
5399  21. 3 i  = J., SSQ = 
G73J2 291 J'.= 5. 550 = 
5 5 0 S  29. 3' = 9.. 553 = 
SPCJa 3 3 ,  OF = 8.. 552 = 
s ? ? ~  31. D: = 9.. sso s 
GQC:? 32. V C  = 3.. 550 = 
57?-a 3 3 .  CE i -d.v 553 
5 9 5 s  34. OF = a., sso = 
5?33 3 5 .  OF = 3.. 553 = 
Z 3 6 .  DF r 5. 553 = 
-,....a 
. 37. 3F  = 3 . .  553 = 
---. a 39. 3F = E.. 550 = 
G 3 1 .  JE i 3 . .  553 i 
7 LO* YE = 8 . .  SSR i 
GZ7r' 61. 3' = ?.r 553 = 
5x3-o a29 DF = 3 .r  553 = 
;.,:::?l, 51; = 
Y.4J.iZc. 515 = 
. . 
0.iJr:5J, S i 5  i 
J.G&;;LJ, s ic  = 
3.d.L-35' 5:; = 
0.;,<-55, 515 = 
J. .h-&93,  515 = 
>.j:J:35. 5:; = 
:.<;;>:a. 5: = 
~ ~ J J J J o ~ .  515 - 
J.d*""37. 5 i 5  = 
J.rui>lS. 51c = 
2.;*,,47. S i S  = 
J.rJ;,.25+ S i 5  c 
3.3j3JL31 S i 5  =. 
J.*il;J2i. 51G = 
2.Ji;Jii. 515 ? 
a.s30:31. SIC - 
O.Gddi7li 5 iL  S 
J.dJ;>aJs Sii; = 
2.JJJ.I59, S i c  3 
J.\)Jiu.3. 515 s 
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3 . u ~ 3 1 . #  SiG = 
3.uJdb05, 5 i S  = 
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:..""-51. SAC = 
G.,J".i7. S i b  = 
;.uSJizl. S iS  = 
:.,.l.";l, 513 = 
:.;,,2>5, s i a  = 
'.dJr,l:. 5 ; ;  - 
TABLE KO. 2-A (conr'd) 
5?X= 53- 3' 1 3.r 551  i. 
5 7  6 0 = 5.. 552 = 
5 9 3 9  45 .  2' = 5.. 552 = 
G i Z i 2  L5 .  9' = 1.. 553 i. 
5?3J" *71 3 ? =  6. 5 5 3 ;  
5 i % a  "3. 05 i 5..  55'2 - 
':-'-" - -  ,.9. 3' = S-. SSj = 
; ? X Z  531 D F  = 5. 550 = 
G 7 3 P  51.  3'= i 5.. 557 = 
8 ? 2 S  5 2 .  5' = 3. .  553 = 
373J" 53.  3' = 5.. 552 = 
27:ZJ 54.  3= = I . ,  553 = 
t?i'  55.  SF s 3.. ssa = 
5?-.2: 5 5 ,  3F = 3.. 553 = 
5 7  7 = = 3.. 552 = 
672.2 52.  OF = 1.. 552 = 
5 S C 0  59.  OF = 5.. 553 = 
5 i 3 - 2 .  5 3 ,  5' = 5 . .  551 = 
5 7 2 9  51. 3.F = 8 . 9  557 E 
573-3 52.  J? = 3. 552 = 
G?3J3 53. 3' 1 3. 557 = 
872-2 54.  3F = 3. 5% = 
5?7J' 55.  CF = 5.. 553 = 
--- .> 
- 5 6 ,  3' = 3. 553 = 
5 7  5 7 ,  OF = 3. 552 
i i z - 3  53.  3' = 3.. 553 = 
S?Zi'" 53.  5F i 5.. 552 = 
5 7 5 ;  73.  3 F .  3.. 550 = 
57;P 7 1 .  OF = 3. 553 1 
S i ? V .  7 2 .  3F = 2. .  550 = 
:;:;a 7 3 .  C F  = 5.. 550 = 
5::-9 7 7 ~  :F = 2.. ssg = 
5731' 7 5 ,  9" 1 5.. 553 = 
: 7 5 ,  37 = e . .  553 = 
sir-- 7 7 ,  2' = 2.. 553 = 
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T>-LL. Ji = 5ii.a 55; = 
.,;-A. . ..I5 q . a  3F = 512.. 55: = 
'ET.<C\ 67. li = 7 7 . .  551 ; 
. ..,- - . 
.- :=% IFI-ZZ.. Z ? . I * I ~ - ~ . .  s?. . 
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- .  
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0.45371U01, MS . 
YEAN SOUARESI - 4.465 
J.JdJUdY, S l u  ' 
J.UJd>LU, 5 l u  . 
O.UUUJSLI $1- i 
0 1 d U 4 0 2 j 1  5 1 5  
U.LJJU>LL, h l u  . 
O.dU1247, SLG - 
O.UU11tl6, S I G  . 
O.UdZoY0~ 5 1 6  rn 
J.ud1<~6.+, S L u  - 
U.UJr527r 5 1 6  - 
0.UUbL92, S I G  - 
U.udJ411. 51"  - 
U.UU4Yb5, S l i  - 
5.UU03441 S l u  - 
u . o d l a i z ,  SIG = 
0aUUJI8,. $16  
0.03db53. b1G . 
U'.JUJ~O.I. S I ~  
J . u ~ d 1 5 7 .  D I G  - 
3.JudbU5. S1G 
V.JUJIJJI S l u  . 
U t 0 J 1 4 a 7 r  S I G  = 
U.ddJ*dd. bib . 
U.U0333Y, 51G = 
O.UJLJ57r 5 1 6  = 
U.UUl l49.  $ 1 6  I 
U.UUJL~HI S I G  I 
J.uJJIU>. S I G  - 
3.30d4u7r $ 1 0  . 
U . J u r l J 1 1  S i b  
u .dUu4JL~ a1U 
0 . ~ u d L v H 1  5 l b  - 
U.JJU432. S1G I 
U.JU l l43 r  S l b  - 
0.3Jlu5J. S I G  - 
O.JUIu51t S i G  - 
O . J d l U l b ~  $ 1 6  . 
U.U01319(13 
U.UU5U9233 
' I IOVP 1. OF I 50.1 5 5 0  - 
' U  7 ,  U F  . 53.. 551, . 
G70UP 3 1  DF . 59. r 'SSQ . 
FRflIIP 4,  DF - 53.. 5 5 0  - 
0 7 0 U P  5 r  DF'. 53.* ,<SO . 
6'3l)UP h .  DF - 51 .1  5 k Q  . 
GROUP 7 ,  OF =' 5 3 r r  SS'.) = 
GROUP 8 9  l )F . 53.9 i . 5 0  m 
' I  7 r  >I m 5 3 . .  55,J - 
(IROUI* 10. OF . $ 3 . .  sb!a m 
GRQUll 1 I m 53. 5 5 1  '. 
fi7OUC 1 7 ,  ZjF . 53.. 5 5 0  - 
69OUP 1 9 1  OF . 50.. 55'2 m 
TOTAL, DF = 695., 5 5 3  = 
d I T H I a l  GR., OF * 693.- 5 5 0  ir 
' .r I . , I I I ,  ' I , , .  ..,I - I,!., .,>#, - 
F 'IUUIRF'I IRqTWCEN GR./WITIIIEI OR. 
PLAQIJE STUDY-AN~VA INFO. WEIGHT PER 2 50. 14. TABLE NO. 2.1-C 
GROUP 1. DF r 10n., 5 5 0  - 
r,!rOUP I I D r  - 107.1 5.50 - 
GROUP 3 ,  DF = 107.t 5 5 0  = 
G'<IIUP 4 r  O F  1 107.. b S 0  . 
Gr<!lUP 5. 5 F  . 107.. 5 5 0  - 
W < l U P  6 t  l)F . 5 3 . ~ .  550; 
(i'tOUU 7 1  ! )F  . 53.1 590' - 
WOJP 8 ,  DF - 50.1 5 5 0  - 
T3TAL. DF = 675.. 5 5 0  rn 
u l T H l N  G R . r  OF = b88.. 5 5 0  r 
RETNECY 691 DF . 7.t 5 5 0  . 
F XU%?E:< I11ETdECN G l< . lW lT l i lN  G?. MEAN 
U.14320U, X51VAI3) I 
0.729997r I 4S IVAHI  - 
0 . 0 9 5 9 7 7 ~  M S I V A R I  * 
Y.19',315. N S I V A R I  I 
U.3475351 M S I V A H I  * 
U.05405Jt MS IVAR)  - 
3 . I l P 8 l u t  I 45 IVAH)  . 
0.071131r M S l V A l < l  - 
1.169247U. N 5 I V A l < l  . 
3.254715931 HS . 
0 . 0 1 4 5 L l l 2 ,  Y5 . 
S ~ U A ~ 1 C s 1  r 1.131 
U.UJl4Jbr  5 l u  . 
U.UUJYL5r b l b  . 
U.&JLLIU. 5 l u  - 
3.JJ ln4H. S I G  . 
U.UUIIJU. b l b  . 
U.JdJO36) S i b  . 
3 . 0 0 1 l d ~ ,  S I G  = 
0.UU1.54. S I S  . 
d.UU*5Jl r  5 1 6  . 
U.03UbUL. 5 1 G  
U;~UI*I?, S l t i  . 
V.duLL4lr  S I G  . 
o ~ u u l r d z ~  SIG . 
0 1 U U l I 2 6 ,  5 1 6  - 
J . J J l b 4 6 7 5  
U."IL".1I>U 
U.dUl376, $ 1 6  . 
U.VJL149. b I O  
0.uD?896# 5 1 G  = 
U.udI:,l3r b l b  . 
0.JU3247. S I C  - 
u .dJ IL IP ,  S I G  - 
U.u~LL419 S1G . 
D.POI*ZZ~ S L C  - 














































1 , D F -  8.1 5 5 0 -  
2 . D F =  8 . 9 S S O .  
3 r  V F  - 8.r 5511 - 
4 1  DF - 8.1 S S O -  
5 .  DF . 8.. 650' . 
6 r  DF  . , 5,$ $SO = 
7 ,  DF = 8.9 S S < J =  
8 , D F n  f l . . S S Q =  
I, 1 - I , . .  :,hO - 
1 0 ,  DF = . 8.1 5 5 0  = 
111 DF  rn 8.,-550-.  
I Z 1 O F .  U . , $ + O .  
1 3 ,  UF  . 8.. b 5 U  . 
1 4 r 1 F r  8..  5 5 0  - 
1 5 , O F -  8 . * S S : J *  
l h , D F -  8 . , 5 5 0 =  
1 7 r U F =  8 . r S b O -  
1 8 ,  OF .! f l . ,  5 5 0 .  
1 9 ,  OF = 11.9 550 = 
& O r  3F r 8.. SSO I 
2 l r 3 F  s 8.. 5 5 0 -  
2 2 ,  O F -  8.. b 5 Q  = 
2 3 . D F s  8 . ~  5 5 0 -  
2 4 ,  DF . 8.. 5 5 0  = 
2 5 ,  DF . 8 . r  SSO - 
2 6 ,  I)F = U. ,  551) 1 
2 7 ,  DF r 8 . t  5 9 3  - 
ZII. :)P . u., h s n  . 
I , , .  or - n.. sso - 
90.  Dl' . '1.1 L 5 I l  - 
31 ,  U r  - I1.r 5 b 0  - 
3 2 9  DF - H., 5 5 0  - 
3 3 ,  5 F  - R . 9  5 5 0  - 
3 OF - fl., 55:) . 
3 5 . g F -  8.. ss0 .  
3 6 ,  OF s 8.e hh3 . 
3 7 , D F .  O . * S S O =  
3 H t  DF  . 8.9 5 5 3  = 
3 9 .  DF  - 8. .  5 6 3  P 
4 OF C. ,  6 5 0  - 
4 1 r D F -  l I . . S b 0 =  
4 2 1  OF 8.. 5 5 0 -  
X 1 0  TAULE N 3 +  3-A 
0 .UdU077r  5 1 6  = 
O.UUU&17. S I C  - 
U . V C * ~ ~ ' J ~  3 1 ~  - 
U.duuJL6; S I C  - 
U.vadddH$ 5 1 5  = 
U.dJdd56. S I G  . 
U+dOJJUBr S i b  
O.UJUlO8. S l b  = 
U.UU3J lh .  S1G - 
J.dUJO641'51G n 
O.uUJu72, S1G . 
O.OJJIY5r b lG ,  
d.UJUYJLs b l U  - 
U.dUJuL6r  5 1 0  1 
U.dJJLJ21, $ 1 0  . 
0.UJU33L, S I C  . 
O.uudJJd t  b l ~  . 
O . U J U l & ? ~  S l t i  = 
O.UdUI46, b l v  . 
U.UOdUdU. S1G 5 
0 .uduubZv  S I G  = 
U.dOJOU>t $ 1 0  
U . J u ? d l 5 .  $ 1 G  = 
U.OuJ173. SLU = 
c .JduU91,  b 1 0  . 
O. tJu4 l J l ,  S l u  . 
U . U U J l I 5 ,  $ 1 0  . 
U.JUJI).I'I. S 1 U  . 
O + O J J I U I .  $ 1 6  I 
U.JuJ j92.  b l l ?  . 
O.UJd I IR .  S I G  . 
O.QUJ!Jbr SLO . 
0.3uUL791  5 1 6  - 
U.U"dUU4, S I C  - 
U e d U J 0 6 9 r  b l G  . 
3.tJUJ119, b l b  - 
0.UdOU61. S l G  - 
0 . J u J d 1 9 r  S 1 6  I 
0 . ~ 0 ~ 1 8 4 ,  D I G  . 
U.YJdY67. b 1 S  . 
d . 3 J d d 5 9 ,  $ 1 6  . 
U C d d u J I 2 ,  h l G  . 
TABLE NO. 3-A (cine'd) 
537OUP '13t DF 8.9 SSII  . 
nenuv 4 4 , ~ ~ m  8 . , S S O ~  
GPOUD 4 5 1  3 F  = 8 . 1  5 5 0  1 
GSIIUP 4 6 8  OF . 8 .1  SSQ . 
I I I F  m U. l S!sO r 
GIIOUP 48 .  UF  . ' 8.e 5 5 0  . 
GQ0UP 49: DF r 8.r 5 5 0  s 
?,'',UP 5.0,  O r  . I,. , 551, . 
GlIOUP 5 1 9  DF - 8.1 5 5 0  - 
G'Q31JP 5 7 1  DF  - 8 . .  SSo ., 
I:1OUP 5 3 1  OF r ' 1 1 . ~  550 . 
n w u P  L.L. DF . 8 . .  5 5 0  - 
GIiOUP 5 5 ,  DF  - 8.. 5512 = 
GQOUP 5 6 .  DF  = 8.. 5 5 1  v 
m n u P  1 7 ,  DF - H..  5592 - 
flltOUI+ 5111 IVF . f l a t  6 5 0  r 
U P  5 ,  I 11.. S:;I . 
I I F . Il., 5 5 0  . 
N GicIUP 6 1 ,  OF r 8.. SS? - 
0 
n l l 0 u P  6 7 ,  D r  - U., !,So - 
O93UP 6 3 1  DF  - 8.. 5 5 0  = 
5 9 0 U P  6 4 .  3F n 8 . r  5 5 0  = 
G4iOUP 6 5 ,  DF = 8.1 SSa  = 
GROUP 6 6 .  UF = 8.1 h 5 Q  = ' 
G'IOUI' 6 7 ,  3F I 8 .  1 5 5 0  . 
l f?DUP 6 8 1  DF  I 8 . r  5 5 0  1 
OROUP 6 7 ,  Of' - 8 .  r 5 5 0  'n 
OXOUP 7 0 1  DF  1 8.v  5 5 0 .  
C,?OUP l l r  DF  - II., SSQ - 
OIOIUF 1 7 ,  DF r l. :>LC, . 
n'qwv 73 ,  UF . 5 . ,  5 9 0  . 
OHOUP 7rr. D r  - 8., 9512 
r o u l  15 1 IDF . 11. t $ 5 0  n 
T.IIUI, I & ,  !)F . 11. I LLII - 
OI IOUI~ 7 7 ,  UF - '11. t !i51$ s 
1140Ull I H  I DP r 11. 9 B l i l  m 
TOTAL. OF I 6'15.e 55'1 . 
: d l l H I K  GI<.* I IP  ,. 61U.r 5.50 . 
IICI',ICCN G:ls DF = '17.~ 5 5 0  . 
F :IUI<IICIl I ~ ~ ~ l ~ I C C t l  G:{./Xl 111114 Cdqs l , l L A l ~  
U.OOUP22. M 5 l V 4 H l  . 
U.UUlU5J,  . 1 5 I V A R l  . 
U.00OJ44. h:SlVAlO = 
U.OJUh4J1 M 5 l V A l O  . 
U..OtJV4 14 IhIL I VAI4 I . '
J.UoU5J6, M S I V A l i l  - 
0.00058'1,  H h l V A l < l  - 
U .UJU&L I~ .  M > I V A l < l  . 
U.OJJ275, I d5 IVA l3 l  . 
' ll.OlVi)139. IMSIVAIQI . 
U . 0 0 3 j b n q  MblVA: I t  r 
U.UUU2,IU. M b l V A ~ c l  . 
0.003326 .  M b I V A d I  - 
U1U01822,  K 5 I V A R I  rn 
U.UUU!IOU~ h:5IVAl32 
u,0l),r5~8u, 1.191VAllI " 
, U.UOI)I,IIU. MLIVANI  
u.oal i , > s ,  ~::IVAIII - 
U.UJu448,  p S l V A H I  - 
0 . O U J l ? U ,  l 4 b l V A l l l  . 
U.OO?ZBb, K S I V A R I  = 
0 .003766.  M S I V A R I  
J . u u u ~ ~ ~ ,  MSIVAI<I . 
U.U0372h.. S IL IVARI  ; 
U.0001341  H 5 1 V A R l  . 
U.OUUhYL, K > I V A I O  - 
U .330931 ,  i.151VARl ir 
UsOUJbU' l r  H 5 l V A l i l  . 
O.LIO~ZY,. I M S I V A I ~ I  . 
lI.UUU I U U  r 14!r I VAl l  I . 
0.0OUl IJ4$ : IS IVA lO  = 
UmU0312(>, h i 5 l V A H l  . 
U.dUJ4141  H h l V A H I  . 
U.UUlSU'., ,.lblVA1cl . 
U.UI)UIIU,.. i ! b r v n l t I  A , 
u.00l+7(141 blSlVAlc1 - 
Ur232116541  K S I V A H )  4 
0.06122,+4'9. XS  - 
0 . 1 6 7 6 4 1 2 1 $  HS I 
SPUA1iCSI . 2 0 # 6 2 L )  
u . b u u l l 5 ,  s 1 G  - 
J . U J U I j 1 ,  S A G  . 
U.UUUU~JI S1G 
U.uJuv83.  5 1 6  . 
U.VJdUY9, b 1 0  m 
J.""U"bd, 5 1 6  . 
d.UdUJ13, 5 l t i  . 
U.UdVJ5U, h l b  . 
U.dU"Uj4, S i b  . 
0.UdU317. S I G  . 
U.JdUUIt61 $ 1 4  . 
LJ.VdUdJ6. 5 1 6  . 
U.JJUO4J, S l b  - 
0 . d J J L l l r  5 l G  = 
.J.J"dIYB, S I C  . 
O.UUJU611~ S 1 U  
U.VVJJBaJ, b i b  . 
U . U d J I 6 V #  b l u  
U e d U d U 5 6 r  s l d  . 
U.UUYdlb ,  6 1 6  . 
o.Jd.!";&. S I G  - 
0.UO3UY5. S I G  . 
U.uuuu41, S1G - . 
O.UUUJYOI 5 l G  . 
3 e O J u J l b r  S I G  . 
U.UUJUU5, h l b  I 
3 . J U U I J 3 r  h l b  = 
U.uUuJI>q S i b  . 
d.uJUU351 SLU  . ' 
U.U"dYBI, S I C  " 
U.UUJJd6v $ 1 6  
U.UJUJ1Ov b 1 6  . 
U.uUUd6d1 b 1 0  . 
U.UJ\ILl,j, S I J  . 
U . u u u l l d r  5 1 4  - 
U.uuu>HH, S l u  . 
U * u u U l J b t  516 r 
U.JUOIU>b4 
U.JU211715 
PLA3UE STIIDY-AilOVA 1::FO. V U I D  X 1 0  TAI ILE NO. 3-R 
GP7LJP l r  DF  rr 5U.s 5 5 0  - U.OJ77U2, U S I V A H I  
G9'JUP 2 r  OF - 59.. 5 5 0  . 0 . 0 1 0 0 1 5 ,  U S I V A R I  - 
GROUP 3 9  DF  n 53.. $51 * U . O 0 > 0 9 l r  M S I V A R I  
G90UP 4 r  OF - 53.. 5 5 0  U.OJ6838 I ! ~ l b l V A R I  = 
I 5 ,  1 F  . , b1.r  55')  - U . . 0 1 ~ ~ 0 1 ! , ~  1 ~ 1 5 1 V 4 7 I  .' 
I ? O U P  6 r  OF = 53.1 ,550 = U .0112H9r  '45lVAI2I . 
G23UP 7.7 DF = 51.. 5 5 9  * U .005540 .  + lS IVA l< I  m 
CTr')Llll 9 . IbF . 51. , 6:1I . U.0<14,< Ill B &l:,lVAll I . 
G?~)U!J 9 .  >r . 53.. 5 5 3  . U.OJJU6bv H S I V A R I  . 
G9OUP 1 0 ,  OF = 53.. 5 5 0  9: 0 .OJ1136 ,  IMSIVARI 
GROUP 11. IUF n 53.. 5 5 0  = U .0055521  M S I V A a l  * 
6 9 0 U P  17 .  n F  = 53.v 5 5 0  - O.UJIU72, M S I V A I I I  = 
5 I lOUo 1 3 ,  D r  . 50.1 $ 5 0  . 0 . 0 0 8 2 7 d t  U 5 1 V A l \ l  
TOTAL. OF = 695.. 5 5 0  = 0 . 2 3 2 U 6 5 3 t  M S I V A H I  . 
w I ' T I I I N  GR.9 I)F - 6h3.t  b b O  rn 0 ~ 0 Y I * l P 4 0 1  M5 . 
BETWEEN GR. DF  . 12.. 5 5 0  . 0.13444598 ,  MS I 
9UIWER IRETYiCEN GR./:dITHIN GR. MEAN SQUARES)'  77 .751 
O J  I r  UI. . 1 ~ 4 .  r Sbgl . 
GROUP 2 .  OF s 107.1 5 5 0  - 
11<0013 '1. DF - 107.. 5 4 0  - , 
GRlIUlr 4 )  OF m 107. r  5 5 0  . 
G7OUP 5 1  3 F  m 107.1 5 5 1  : 
GSOUP 6 r  OF . 53.1 550 . 
6 9 0 U P  7 r  DF 53.1 550 1 
RQ3UP 8. DF  n 50., 5 5 0  = 
TOTAL, DF  = 695.e 5 5 3  = 
W I T H I N  GS.1 DF  - 6BB.r 5 5 0  = 
RE'PJEEN GR, DF a 7.1 SSQ . 
F UUVlJEH IBETWEEN G?./WlTHIN GI1. 
U.4UU145, S I G  - 
O.UUUldll. ,bLG = 
tJ.UJJU58. 5 L G  . 
U.UUUIZB. b 1 5  . 
J . J d J L b 4 $  b 1 G  . 
J.uUJLILI S1G 1 
O.OJJlU+t SLD . 
U.dJuuU41 b i b  
0 .4J0J I21  > I G  . 
O.UUUI7 l .  S1G . 
O.UJJ l v4 .  S i b  I 
U.*JU171. b l b  
0 . U ~ ~ l 6 b .  S1G - 













































1, O F .  
7 ,  DF' - 
3. UF - 
4, UF - 
5,  DF 7 
6 r  UF - 
7 .  DF .. 
8 ,  DF . 
4, I J r  . 
10. or . 
11. OF I 
1 2 ,  D! - 
1 3 .  OF = 
I d * ,  3 F  . 
1 5 ,  OF' = 
1 6 ,  UF . 
17.  UI' * 
1 8 ,  >: . 
1 9 ,  OF - 
2 0 1 , U F  rr. 
21 .  OF . 
22.  U? . 
21, OF = 
2/51 IJF - 
25 .  3 F  . 
7 b r  Oh, * 
2 7 ,  OF . 
28.  OF .I 
21 .  DF - 
3 0 9  OF - 
31 ,  DF - 
37,  OF . 
33, I>F . 
34.  TjF . 
3 5 9  OF - 
36,  OF = 
37. DF . 
3 8 ,  DF . 
99,  DP . 
t.0. UP . 
41,  n F  - 
42, OF - 
8.1 5 5 0  - 
8.1 5 5 0  
8.. 5 5 0  m 
8.9 5 5 0  
8.1 5 5 0  . 
4 . 1  !.Sf2 . 
8.. 5 5 0 .  
,a,, ~ $ 0  = 
8.. 9 5 0  . 
8.. 5 5 0  . 
8.1 b S 0  = 
u., 550, = 
8.t 5 5 0  * 
8. I 5 5 1  .. 
8.1 5 2 0  . 
!I., 5 s o  - 
U. ,  s 5 0  . 
8.. 55') . 
!I., 5 5 0  . 
. 8.1 5 5 0  = 
8.1 5 5 0  * 
8.. 5 5 5  n 
8 . .  5 5 0  . 
6 . 1  $ 5 1  . 
8.9 5 5 0 .  
ti., 5 5 0  - 
8.1 5 5 0  - 
11. ss0:- 
8.r 5 5 0  = 
8.r 5 5 0  m 
n.. sso 
n.. !,so . 
8., 5 5 0  - 
8.. 5 5 0  . 
8.. 5 5 0  * 
8.. 5 5 0  
' 8 . 1  5 5 0 .  
H . ,  5 5 0  . 
8.. 5 5 0  . 
8.. 5 5 0 .  
8 . 1  5 5 0  = 
8. 5 5 0  . 
0 e 4 8 1 9 2 9 t  H S I V A R I  
3 . 3 9 7 9 5 3 1  M S I V A R I  
0 .518986 ,  EI5IVAI!I . 
u . 6 2 1 + 0 0 1 ~  MSI\;A~~I' - 
1.657994.  M b l V A N l  
1 .523172.  M s l v n t r r  5 
1.707931,  M51VARI  . 
3.2621681  M S l V A R l  - 
b.oan3?u.  M~IVAQI'  - 
3 . 4 6 6 1 6 4 r  i l 5 l V A R I  . 
0:320316 ,  M S I V A R I  = 
5 .6ZU4LY1 M 5 l V A R l  . 
0.1166194r M 5 l V A i O  ' 
1.991698 ,  M S l V A H l  . 
4.107596 ,  ~ 1 5 1 V A R I  . 
d.,n617HO. M b I V A R l  . 
z.*~>voa lg .  r s ~ t n l c r  - 
'J.44521Ur > I b I V A l l l  . 
4.7603589  Y b l V A < l  . 
4.112162 ,  MSLVARI . 
4 . 4 8 3 9 3 1 t  l dS lVA l< l  - 
2 .473345 ,  M S l V A H l  . 
0.5712709  M5,IVARl 
>.11')3431 r h l S l v A l i 1  = 
l.U2'11Z'Jr M b l V A K I  . 
./.7(>1fs81, b!:,IVAlll . 
3.038f l29,~U51VAl< l  7 
4.6L(J035r  M 5 I V A l < l  
P.25RR45. HSIVA!<I 
7 . l h J 2 5 u .  Y S I V A R I  - 
2 .09h723  9 M51VA l l l  . 
1.113n,,41 >ISIVAI<I - 
1 . 0 3 3 6 3 9 #  14SIVARI . 
313110366'. i 4 5 l V A R l  a 
2.020251.  M S I V A R I  a 
1 .055491 r  1.15LVAHI~ " 
1 .3239129  14SIVAHI . 
u.5614665~  l 4 5 l V A l l l  - 
b e O l l l 6 1 3 t  YBIVAIO I 
2.2951111. ~ r i v n ~ c ~  . 
1.5117U7r  M S I V A H I  . 
8.753175, I S I V A R I  r 
0.06UL411 S I G  . 
U . + L r l s 4 ,  5 L t i  - 
U.J ILJ?>+ 5 1 U  - 
0 . 0 7 8 0 U J v ' S I b  * 
O.Lu ' IL49r  5 1 0  . 
U.>U*IY*. S I G  . 
0.113.+921 5 1 6  . 
0 . 4 u 7 7 7 1 ~  5 1 0  - 
0 ~ b 5 1 U 4 1 1 ~ ~  5 1 b  m ,  
U . u ~ o L I 0 ,  S 1 0  = 
0.U40U3Yq S I G  rn 
U. I J1>53 .  b l b  . 
U . l d Y L 7 4 r  $ Ib  
O.L*YSJ57, 5 1 0  . 
0 . 5 1 ~ 4 4 Y #  5 1 5  
O.O,llZ3. S 1 0  . 
U.JI>OJ5.  S l b  . 
l . I U J 4 U 1 ,  S I G  
U.bYZJ44. b l G  . 
0.5140LO1 SAG . 
0.>6J4911  S1G.m 
0 . J 3 9 1 6 8 ~  h l G  * 
0 . k 1 7 1 r U d ~  5 1 G  . 
O * I L > 0 5 J .  5 1 0  . 
U . l L , I ~ Y 1 ,  5 1 G  . 
l.dLJ5U91  5 1 ~  ' 
U . 3 7 b l J J t  5 1 0  - 
U.bU9J79.  5 1 G  . 
1.157555.  S I G  . 
3.9YbJ31.  a16 - 
U . 2 6 l U 4 ~ 1 ~  5 1 6  . 
U. lu5c80 .  S1G - 
U.ILYLJCI 5 1 6  
0 .411595.  5 1 0  . 
0.L52531.  5 1 0  . 
O . l d l Y 5 6 ,  5 1 G  . 
0 . 1 6 5 o 8 9 r  S1G . 
U . U 7 ~ 8 3 ~  S l b  . 
0 . 7 b j 5 7 6 r  5 1 0  . 
O.LH6UP71 S l O  . 
U . l Y ~ 4 0 5 1  5 1 G  - 
.. I . U Y 4 1 4 6 1  S I G  . 
GROUP 4 3 ,  DT . 8.. 85'1 . 
GIIQUI, 44 .  DF . 8 . r  SSQ 'm 
GROUP 45 ,  OF = 8., 5 5 0  . 
GlOUP 4 6 9  DF . 8 . r  SSQ . 
r,rtruP 4 7 .  IDF . sso . 
GROUP 4 8 ,  D F , -  8.1 SSP = 
0231JP 49 .  OF = 8.9 sso = 
I 5 I m H a t  5 b 0  . 
T,I<UUP 51 .  .OF . 'Osr 52-12 . 
GROUP. $ 7 .  OF - 0 . t  5 5 0  - 
IROUP 53.  OF r 0 . t  8 5 0  = 
r i l IOUn 54,  OF rn ,8.. 5 5 0  . 
GROUP 55.  OF = 8.. 5 5 0  = 
m o u p  5 6 ,  UF . 8., ssb = 
6shup 57 ,  Da . 8.. ssu = 
G9OUP 58 ,  U< .' 8.. 5 5 0  . 
GHQUP' 59 .  OF'. A , ,  SSQ . 
1 6 0  D - 0 . 9  L 5 V  
GROUP 61 .  OF - 8.. 5 5 0  - 
.c,'<,)YI' 62 .  or . u., x r o  
GR?UP 63 .  DF - 8 0 ,  5 5 0  
G l l l l l P  h 4 .  - 8. 9 5 5 0  1 
GROJP 6 5 ,  OF - 8., 5 5 0  = 
T,2Olln 6 6 ,  DF i; 8.. SSO = 
G13UP 6 7 .  I F  . 8.p SSO aa 
GROUP 68 .  OF = 8.1 SS0 - 
G93UP h 9 r  3 F  = 8.r 5 5 0  
GROUP 7 0 ,  1 F  - 8.1 5 5 3  = 
6 1 0 U P  71. UF . 8 . ,  5 5 0  = 
GROUP 72 .  OF q 8.. 5 5 0  = 
< o u  73, UF . 5. l  5511 . 
IjR3UI' 7 4 ,  OF . 8.. SS3 
G33UP 75 .  OF - 8 . t  SS3 . 
5l lO i lP  76.  U F  = 8.9 5 5 0  - 
GYOUP 77 .  OF . Rt,  5 5 0  - 
r,'<OUU 7 9 ,  I>F . 0.1 SSO . 
TOTALI IDF - 695.9 b!,:l - 
;.IITHI:: GR., l)r - i11o.. $50 . 
1 : T l l : ; l  G I F  m .77.r !is11 . 
F. n l u i l n ~ : <  IIICT*IF.E~I GP.IVIITIIIII GI<. YEA 
TABLE NO. 4-11 (cont'd) 
4.147912.  MSIVAIO 
1.749126. t f l 5 IVARI  . 
2.819798,  h I 5 I v A H I  . 
4.1576651  MS lVA l3 I  . 
2.34962Y,  M S I V A H I  . 
7.714606 ,  MSIVAHI  . 
4.816361.  I4SIVARI  . 
2 . I I 9 6 b 4 r  W'3IVARI . 
'1.31045Y. M 5 I V A I I I  . 
2.196573.  M S I V A R I  . 
12.759142 .  MSIVARI  . 
3.~+7654 ' J r 'WSIVAR l  . 
1.767709. E ~ < ~ V A I < I  . 
H.15d446r  : IS IVARI  * 
2.7026YU1 1~lS~VAI<.I  -
4.368293,  i l b l V A ! < I  - 
6.91125411 E l5 IVA l< I  - 
7 e I > J 2 L U #  hISIVAl l1  - 
0.304421.  MSIVAl31 . 
I.ZBU(#Yd. i l 5 l V A l l I  - 
1 .9866331  M b l V A R I  . 
9.5711451r X 5 1 V A A I  . 
2 . 1 7 4 0 9 5 +  M S I V A I I I  = 
2 + R 5 5 0 7 5 r  1.151VA1lI .. 
0.337518, b t s t v n a r  - 
1 . 2 3 7 7 2 5 ~  b 'SIVAl l l  = 
U.31i8032t PiSIVA;<l . 
1.9066659  H S I V A H I  = 
0 .547304 ,  IMbIV,lNJ . 
0 . 3 1 7 7 9 0 1  M b I V A R I  . 
r.1 '1~15~3.  i<:,IvnaI - 
4 .111547 ,  \1SIVAI<I - 
H .000459 r  1b15IVAlll 
13 .513353,  i l b l V A R I  ,- 
8.338520.  I ~ lSLVA l< l  = 
IU. ,138376r  .hiSlVARI = 
2249.77572l l r ! r  M5 IVA l<J  - 
7 0 3 . 9 5 2 0 7 0 1 1 ,  IMS . 
l c J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 2 ~ ~ 6 ~ ' ! a l ~ ~  * $1:; - 
19 SUUAd<CSI . 53;401 
0 .9184891 5 1 5  . 
0 . 1 I H 6 4 0 ~  S I C  = 
0 . 3 5 2 4 7 4 ~  S I G  . 
0.519958,  S l U  . 
O.LY>'/Ud# 8 1 0  . 
0.965585,  5 1 6  = 
0.60LU451 S I G  - 
u.,!(,~z+joi SIG - 
l . l b J ~ J 1 1  b l t i  - 
0.174573. $ 1 6  . 
1.5948YL. S l G  . 
0.u34568.  5163 - 
0 6 r L 3 9 b 3 r  5 1 0  n 
l . u l Y H J 5 .  5 1 0  
O.JJlU>6. b l b  . 
0.54uU3br  b l G  . 
U . U I J > l A ,  S 1 b  . 
U.U9lo$dm h l u  . 
0.U3 lUb2 r  SLG 
0 . 1 5 1 2 6 1 r  b l b  . 
0.141319.  5 1 0  . 
I . I V I U 5 7 r  5 1 6  . 
0.171761.  S1G 
0 . J56884 ,  5 1 6  - 
U.U*dl8V. 5 1 6  . 
0.154115. S1G = 
0 .U4d510 r  5 1 0  = 
0 . L L 5 d 5 3 r  S1G = 
U .36dS lJs  b l b  . 
U . U * Y I ~ J I  b l G  - 
O . l J j V I 9 r  b l u  - 
0.5199+3,  S i b  
l.OUUU57. S I G  - 
1 . 0 8 4 1 6 9 r  5 1 6  - 
I . J r L 3 1 5 .  S1G = 
1 .134197,  1 1 0  a 
9 . 2 r l u B 1 .  5 1 6  . 
0.411)65051) 
151*UU3U11L 
~ ~ < O U V  1. IIP lrn., 550 - ~ s . z n z b ? ? .  VSIVAUI  = 
GRqUP 2 ,  OF = 53.1 5 5 0  = 23 .913 'J41~  WSIVARI = 
G9qUP 39 DF - 53.. 5 5 0  - 25.1)6'J636r Mb lVA l t l  - 
CII(,)UI~ I., I)P . 0 5 3 . ~  :>:vJ u JU.J/)OI~.I, :,I~IVAHI . 
CIP,)UB 5 1  I)F . 33 .1  !A:) . 
. . 
5l.bies>!,, s~s tvn rz ,  - '  
G'IOUP 69 OF. = 53., 5 5 0  = 19.601511r WSIVARI - 
390UP 7. OF rn 53.. 5 5 0  = 2 9 . n I l H ? 7 +  ~ . S I V A I ~ I  - 
GllllUI' I I . 9 d . l  b:,Q . 2.j. 1!8V'J15, b l5 lVAl<l  
G W u P  9 ,  DF - '$3., 5 5 0  r 48.511340,  MSIVASI ' 
' J  10 ,  D T  - 59.. 55'1 52.b100112 1 iklS'lVARI s 
c!:l1IJP 11. OF . rs7q # S2Q 4 I l l l V A l l  a 
GRnUP 12,  OF - 53.1 5 5 0  rn 11.7(,0444. U5 IVARI  
GQoUP 139 DF = 50.e 5 5 0  = ' 59.h56523r i lSIVAI I1 = 
TOTALI OF = 695.1 5 5 0  = , 2249.77569778 >lSlVARl = 
'U IT l i I x  58.. DF . 6Y3.9 Sbn  = 415.9L3LU5YB. Y5 
SET>ICCN GtZl DF . 12.1 SSO . 1834.7524110,+. M5 - 
F 1111'fI!CIl l l l l : !  7 / l T i I  1 .  E N  S U A l t 5  ~r Z[r l .619 
~,I~OIII~ 1 1  or r 104., sso s 
GltOilP 2, OF - 107.. 5 5 0  - 
C'i1IIP 3 r  lDr . 107., 5511 . 
U I * .  DF .'1117.1 SSO . 
r,qnur, 9 ,  DF - 1 1 7 . ~  s5.1 u 
CR:)UP 6 ,  VF rr 53.. 5 5 0  = 
61DUP 7. OF . 53.9 5 5 0  = 
GsouP , 8 ,  DF = 50.. sso = 
TOTAL. OF a 6 9 5 . r  SS2 = 
' # l l T H l n  GR., OF = 688.1 SSO 
,REWEEN GRI DF - 7.1 $50  
F NUWIER IIIET'WCEN $R./YITI I IN 
41.llhL1511t i ! b l V A i t I  - 
'45.5*0ZH'lr >15IVAIO . 
H9~315113!,, i~II , lv~\l7I m 
5'J.1311416, '%51V1\!4I . 
102.4'1Il!,041 l ~ l e l v ~ \ l c I  . 
32.782?11. ~ 1 5 l v n l l I  . 
11.760444, M>IvAI?I = 
53.656523, ' ~ S I V A R I  = 
2249.7758197. VSIVURI - 
= 438.26850199+ MS 0 
= 1811.50731'154+ HS - 
GR. MEAN SOUARES1 406. 
O.Jdb6bJ. b l b  I 
O.45 l j JH.  ,Sib 
U..8IJUll ,  SLG . , 
0.1IJI)U4, SIC, . 
U.YlbUdl1, S I C  . 
U.L56bdL, S I G  . ' 
0.550973+ 5 1 0  - 
U.L..I"Y,>. S l u  . ' 
d.U5Y572, S l b  ' 
U.'J*,LU431 S I G  . 
U.bJY1111 811; - 
0.L1lHY5, L I G  
1 . U I 5 l J 0 1  5 1 6  = 
5 . L J I U B l r  S1b 
1).61J I 6 4  156 
lbL.UV603435 . 
O l h l l Y l 0 ,  S1b . 
U . ~ I J L J ~ O V  S I G  . 
U.751176, 5 1 6  " 
0.51vLll'#, b l G  . 
O.~J21YZv, 9 1 s  . 
J . u U 9 1 1 1 ~  S l b  ' 
O. iL l895 .  5 1 0  


















T.@E XO. 5A 
S t reng th  Data Var i ab le  Designat ion 
Nain Var i ab le s  
Temperature 
B e l t .  Speed 
Dew P o i n t  
Atmosphere Amount 
Plaque Spacing 
1st Wa?er Zone Terp. 
2nd Water Zone T e q .  
Plaque Sequence 
Thickness 
Response s t r e n g t h  w/o I n t e r a c t i o n s  
Response s t r e n g t h  wi th  I n t e r a c t i o n s  
PLAQUE STUDY STXESZTH Y I O  I V T E 3 A C T 1 1 \ 5  TABLE 50. 58  REGRESSION DATA 
COYTROL C i i 3  USEO F 0 7  T H I S  SEGiESS:zh 
1 3 1 0  0 7 2 3.300 3.033 0 0 5 1 2 2 J  0: 3 5 2 1 0  0 3  
TR4NS'OF"Lir9':S S P E C I F I E O  FO? T Y I S  ? E Z i S S S I O h  
9 1 2 1 2  1 9 1 3 1 3  2 7 1 2 1 2 1 0  7 3 7 1 2 1 0  1 5 1 5  3 i 9 1 0  3 1 1 C 3 7  0 
CO\STANT C:?3S USE3 I\ T H I S  a E 2 i E S S i S F  
1.125 2.133 
COOING 3AX.t VARIASLES I N  NUYERlCAL C?3ER 
1368.000 12.000 54,303 323.030 16.030 180.000. 112.JOJ 6 i 0 0 0  0.034 . 
COOING M1X.r Y I R I A S L E S  I N  NUMERICAL i ? 3 E R  
1575.003 6.050 20 .530 353.333 3.110 72.000 83.355 1 .003 . 2.323 
AVERAGES 
VARI  11; 0.2959. V A 2 1  21. -0.22L1, V A ? l  31: 
VARI  51; -3.0775s V i q l  61; 0.3955, VARl  41; -0.5853. t . : is~. VASI 71; -6.2a12, v a a ~  81; . 
VARI  91i . 0.0378. V A R I l O l =  53i.292; O.~JUUI 
STAhOARO 0EVI:TIC.S 
VARI  11; 3.2355. v A ? I  Z l i  0.5752. vAS1 31. ' 
VARI  51. 3.9976. " 4 2 1  51; . Z.9165. VA? l  71. C.5909. V A R l . & l =  0 1 3 2 3 5 r  . 
VARI  91; 0.3388. v A ? 1 1 3 1 =  - 1 7 5 . i 3 i 5  2.L987. VARI  8 ) s  0.5532. 
. . - . .  
SIMPLE COS?E:iiiO:4 CSEFFICIENTS 
VARSl 1. 11; 1 .~5OG31,  V A 3 S l  1% 21; :.?p1758, Vn*S! 1, 31; 0.545683. V a x S I  1. 'I= -0.293629. VAQSI 1. 5 1 1  -3.2623L2. VARSL 1. 6 1 =  -... ~ 3 * * 1 .  VA93. 1. 71= 3.407890. Vx?Sl  1, i l z  0.506553. 
VARSl  1. 91; - ? . i 6 i 6 2 5 .  V A i S I  l r 1 3 1 =  ~ . 7 5 2 1 5 5  . - 
VARSl 2. 21i ;.033301. V X i S l  2 r  3:. <.+32+36r V a i 5 1  2 1  L:= 5 1 8 9 9 2 5 .  v i ? S i  2 .  5 l =  0.221655. 
VARS1 2s 61; 3 .130863.  V A i S I  2 1  71. r.;777381 V A i S l  2 s  91=  -0.00OJdo. Y i 3 s 1  2. 51. U.d~c673: 
. VAQSI  2 1 1 S I =  -3.:;1253 
v a n s 1  39  3 1 =  1.03333:. VA?S(  3. '!= - j l l l a 5 * 5 ,  V z i 5 l  2. 51= 0./21'71. v i i sz  3 .  b i =  0.273253. 
VAQSl  3. 71' 1 .5L9697.  V A i S l  3. 8 : .  i.3:;523, v:ii: ;, ;:= -3.L30425. v i i s :  3.13:' .3.2170:2 
VARSI 4. L I =  1.502C31, V A ? S l  6 .  51; :.3962361 V L ? S l  a. 5 . ;  O . 5 2 5 L l l r  v i i S 1  L. 71; -0.f7ZJ:d. 
VA?Sl  ' 9  E l =  ?.0315731 YARSI 4 ,  91. ;.i5:033r V i i i i  ".131= -0 .264735 
VARSI 5, 51; : .330351# V A X S I  5 1  5:; 3.5+35?9. V A i s :  5 .  71; 0 . 0 6 4 3 7 4 ~  VA7Sl  5. a ) =  0.012720. 
VARSl  5 s  31; 2 . 3 i 2 8 2 s r  V A i S l  5.:31= -<.-a3335 
VARSl 63'61: 1 . i 3 5 3 3 $ 0  V A X S I  6. 71. * .121112. VAZSL 6. 81; 0 .0017131 V A i S 1  6; 91= 0.0399c5. 
v ~ a s t  b + i ~ l =  -?.:i ia7, 
VARSI 7. 71: 1.3SC031. VA951 7.  81. ; . 1 2 7 3 5 0 ~  V A i S l  7 .  91- -5 .155301$ Ya<Sl  7 3 1 2 1 =  0 .103345 VARSI 8 s  d l =  I .OS0311r  Y A i S l  3,  51; ;.25c&39, V A i 5 1  8 l l i l =  -5.230054 
VAR51 9 1  91; 1 + 0 0 0 3 3 1 ~  VARSL 9.131= -2.539266 
FO3 AhOVAs TOTAL SUM OF 5 0 U i i S =  22502Eb8.0546 
STEP NUMBEX 5 ENTEZ V a 9 I ~ i L 5 -  7 STAhOARD E??= i  C i  ESTIHATE= 69.33)-; VARl 7 1  55:; 
2901.3C:i. ?ESIOUAL 553. SI AZY.OFVAR. 550. MULTIPLE CS?EF=ITION COEFFICIEVT ; j . i 2 3 g 2  , 
GOOOXESS OF-;.r.~l 9 .  j a b ] .  
CONSTANT l E n ~ =  472.581946 ~ ~ 3 . 8 6 7 3  
VAR COEFF STO DEV T V-:LIE 
COEFF 8tT.. C0;FF 1 89.20:?3& 
2 - 5 6 . 2 2 5 ~ 3 5  5.5a20 1 6 . 3 i 5 L  0 .4111 3 . 69.2:2!92 1 ~ : $ ~ * ~ ~  -13'b55- b . i i 3 3  -5.30-7 Q 71s.. .-_ 6.:585 11.5:62 0 . 2 2 e i  5 -61.3'1259 *.9373 -1z.=--- 0.367: $ -26.633115 . -5.3*;2 
b.:LJSi3 L . 6 1 7 1  -5.:-3: 7.9115 3.2::: -9.1353 8 -5.575957 3 .9921 -I.+.-, 0.3172- 9 -237.587158 11 .5913 -23,j;G -3 .02 i3  
. . -0.94,* 
PLAWE STUDY STREGTH WITH INTERACTIONS TABLE SO. 5C REGRESSIOX U T A  
CONTROL CARD USED F09  THlS REGRESSION 
1337 033  2 0.000 0.000 0 0 51000 00 0 OJOO 00 
TRANSFORMATIONS SPECIFIED FOR THlS REGSESSlCY 
91212 1 91010 2 7121210 7371210 1 813 0 1 910 0 610 5 7 6 1 1  5 8 612.5 9 
613 1 5 614 1 6 615 1 7 616 1 8 b17 1 ? 519 2 3 619 6 7 620 2 5 6 2 1  6 8 
622 6 9 623 2 8 62* 2 9 625 7 6 626 3 5 627  3 6 628 7 9.629 3 8 630  3 9 
6 3 1  4 5 632 8 9 633 6 7 63b 4 8 635 4 9 636  5 5 
COHSTANT CARDS USED I N  THYS REGRESSION 
1.125 0.100 
CODING KAX.. VARlhSLES I N  NUMERICAL ORDER 
CODING 1.114.. VAR113LES I N  NUYERlCAL ORDER 
1575.000 
. 
5.000 20.300 323.000 
0.100 0.100 72.000 83.0c3 1.000 0.002 161.000 13003.000 13000.000 1595.030 0 . 0 2 3 ~  8.33'9 
72.030 1.882 0.139 83.000 2.133 . 20.009 0.603 42.9:> 120.000 6375.000 6.030 C.6JO 
38.000 2.500 180O.UJO 0.025 13000.000 380.000 8.616 7.199 
-0.2241. VARI 31. 
0.07al. VA?I 71= 
-0+22=5r VA,I111= 
3.3451, Vi91151= 
-0.1559. \ tA i r191= 
-0.OSi5. V A i i 2 3 1 =  
-0.2333s V f? l271= 
0.33?*r VA91311i  
-0.2566. VAR1351- 
STANDARD 0EVIATIC':S 
V A i l  i l =  0.8355'. v A ? l  21. 0.9752, YA?I 31. 
VAQI 5 1 1  0.9976. VASI 61; 0.59091 VA?l  & I =  0.9235. 3.9135. V A i l  71; 
VAQI P I=  E.4987, VA91 6 1 i  0.3319. VAQl?01= 0.6802. O.e'O9r V A i l l l l =  - 0.6985. VARI12:= 
VA?1131= 0.9234. vA91141= 3.5335. VA31151- 0.8689, 
VA?1171= 3.2050. VA?I?51= 0+25C*r VAi1181= 0.63391 0.5315. VAi1191= 
V A 9 1 2 l l =  0.59-5. VA9122I= 0.7057. V A R l i C I =  0.8223. 0.7315. \,ASl23I= 
VA?1251= 
5.5516. VA912-1= 0.5525. VA?l261= 0.6787. 0.8325. vL91271= 
VA91291= .0.5223. v i ? 1 3 0 1 =  0.6859. VA? l29>= - 0.4303, 3.5462. vA?1311= 
VAQl331= 0.92521 VARI321= 0.*725. VA21341= 0.5816. 0.5661r VAR1351- 
VARl37 ls  179.9395 0.6777. vAR1351= 0.9283. 
SIHPLE CORRELATIOY COEFFICIENTS 
FOR ANOVA* TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES= 22532868.0546 
STEP NUHSER 29 EXTER VARIABLE 19  
STANDARD EQROR OF ESTIMATE= 58.31926 
VARI 191 SSE; 0.50009 RESlOuAL SSQ, 8Y 
MULTIPLE C O R R E L A T ~ O N  COEFFICIENT = 0 . ~ ~ 8 3 3  
GOODNESS OF FITIF(  231  6661; 205.1817 
COYSTANT TERY; 380.245728 
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TABU NO. 6A 
Free  Volume (Void) Data, Var iab le  Designat ion 
Main v a r i a b l e s  
Temperature 
B e l t .  Speed 
Dew Poin t  
Atmosphere Amount 
Plaque Spacing 
1st Water Zone Temp. 
2nd Water Zone Temp. 
Plaque Sequence 
Thickness 
Response void w/o I n t e r a c t i o n s  
Response void wi th  I n t e r a c t i o n s  
PLAQUE STUOY FREE VOLUME X 1000.  WIO INTERACTIONS TABLE KO. 68 REGRTSSION DATA 
CONTROL CARD USEO FOR T H I S  REGRESSION 
1 3 1 0  0 7 3 0.000 0.500 0 0 5 1 0 0 0  0 0  0 0 5 1 0  0 0  
-RANSFORUATlOhS SPECIFIED FOR TH IS  REGRESSION 
9:OIO 1 9 9 9 2 2 9 9 0 53710  9 1 813  0 1 9 1 0  0 9 1 0 3 7  3 
CONSTANT CARDS USEO I N  THIS REGRESSION 
0.100 0 ~ 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  
COOING MAX., VARIASLES I N  NUMERICAL ORDER 
AVERAGES 
V A i l  11. 0.2969. VARI  21- -0.2241. VAR l  3 l i  
V A ? l  51; -0.0775. VARI  61. 0.0955. VARl  '+Is -0.0853# 
V A i l  9 1 -  0.0378, V A i t I l O I =  23.0076 0.0000. 0.0781$ VPRI  71. - 002812 .  v a 1  81 -  
-~ 
STLYDARD D E V ~ ~ T I O Y S  
A 1 1  0.3355, V A ~ I  21s  
V A i l  51 -  0.9976, V h S I  61 -  0,97521 VARI  31-  0.9185s VARI  7 1 s  0.5909. VASI  41: 0.49871 v m r  8 1  0.9235. 
v A ? l  9 I n  . 0.3386, V A R l l o l =  1.8339 0.6802, 
S f u a L E  CORRCLATION CJEFFIClENTS 
V A i S l  1. 11. 1 e 0 0 0 3 3 i r  VAESI 1. 21. 
VP'SI 11 51- -0.2623LZ1 V A i S l  1. b l i  
VASSI  1. 91; -0.66n*26, V A i S l  1.101= 
V A 3 S l  2. 21. l.SoJ2O:r V A i s l  2 ,  31. 
V A i S l  21 61; 0.100253. VARSI 2 1  71 -  
VA'SI 2 l l O l -  0.043512 
V A Z i  3. 31. l.OCC531. V h Z s l  3. 4 1 -  
V I R ~ ~  3, 71. 0.5"*97. Vh7S1 3. 8 1 s  
V A i S l  4. 41; ?.?C0:31. V 4 i S f  4 1  5 ) -  
V h i i l  4. 81; 0.331573, VATS1 4 1  91; 
V A i S I  5 1  513 IrSJOC51. VARSl 5 s  6 1 1  
VASSI  5. 91; 0 e 3 6 2 2 2 6 $  VARSI 5 % 1 0 1 =  
V A i S I  6. 6 1 s  1.900331. VAfiSl 6 1  71 -  
VAi .51  6 1 1 0 l =  0.092333 
V L I S I  7 1  71; I.0OO2J1. VAR51 7 ,  81 -  
V h R S l  8. 81. 1.000031. VARSI 8. 91 -  
VA251 91 91. 1 . 0 0 3 C O i ~  V A l S l  9 r 1 0 1 =  
0.545688. VA?SI  1 9  41. -0.293629, 
0.4075891. VAZSI 11 81 -  0.006603. 
0.189925, V*?Sl 2 1  51; 0.221655, 
0 0 5 5 3 V A S  2 9 Os044473 r  
3 - 2 2 1 * 7 1 #  VX?S l  3 s  61. 0.2792501 
- 3 ~ 2 3 p l Z S w  V h i S l  3 .101= -0.235342 
3.521*111 VhdS I  4,  7 1 -  -0.172018. 
- 0 .262325  , 
0.06437'. VA3Sl  5 .  81 -  0.0127201 
0.00i713, VARSI 6 r  9 1 -  0.0899451 
-0.155001s VARSI 7 ,101= -0.147108 
0.353125 
.FOR ANOVA* TOTAL SUM O F  SQUARES. 2337.5185 
STEP NUMBER 9 ENTER VARIABLE 2 
SThhJARD ERR3R O F  ESTIMATE- 0.18414 V h i l  2 1  512; 0.0000. RESIDUAL SSQ* BY ADDN OFVAR. SSQ- 
HULTIPLE COZ!ELATlON COEFFIC!ENT .- 0.99501 
GOOZYESS OF r I T t F l  99 6 8 6 1  7583.0722 . 
CONSTANT TERYI 22.837989 
VAR COEFF ST0  DEV 
COEFF T VALUE BETA COEFF $ -0.031353 
-0.300007 0.0167 -2.1304 -0.01'2 
-0eJ3R120 0.01eo -0.0005 -0.0300 
- 4  0.003225 0.0267 -1.c2.1 -0.0122 
5 0.505578 0.0163 0.0137 0.0132 0.4211 0 .0001 6 0.003688 0.0117 0.3151 0.0030 7 0.566056 0.0210 3.1637 0 ~ 0 0 1 3  8 -0.506828 0.0179 
9 . 5.326005 0.0156 -0.64n0 -0.0025 0.0337 173.1565 0.9840 
PLAQUE STUDY FREE VOLUME WITH INTERACTIONS TABLE NO. 6C REGRESSION DATA 
COhTROL CARD USED FO2 THlS  REGRESSTON 
1337  033  2 0.000 0.200 0 0 51030 0 0  0 0000  00 
TRA'1SFORMATIO:lS SPE:IFIED FOR THlS REGRESS~OY 
91010 1 9 9 9 2 2 9 ? 0 53710 9 1 813 0 1 910 0 610 5 7 6 1 1  1 3 612 5 8 
613 5 9 61* 1 6 615 7 b i b  1 8 617 b 7 618  6 8 612 6 9 620 2 5 6 2 1  2 6 
622  7 8 623 2 8 624  i 9 625 7 9 626 3 5 627  8 9 628 3 7 629 3 8 630 3 9 
6 3 1  4 5 632 4 6 633 4 7 634 4 8 635 5 9 636 5 6 
~ . ~.. -  
COhSTANT CAROS USED I N  THlS REGRESSION 
0.100 0.003 
CODING HAX., VARIABLES I N  NUMERICAL ORDER 
~ ~ - ~ -  
CODlX5 *IN.'. VARIABLES I N  NUYERICAL ORDER 
1575.000 
10030.000 6.00G 20.000 383.000 0.10: 0.100 72.000 83.000 0.302 10000.030 :0000.000 1595.300 6375.000 i.000 72.000 0 . 0 2 3 9  8.399 432.300 83.COG 6.003 . 0.139 2.133 2.500 1.882 0.025 1660.000 20.000 0.500 38.000 lOO0O-OOJ 1 0 0 0 3 ~ 0 0 0  380.000 8-61? 7.199 0.603 
AVERAGE2 . 
VARl 11 0.2969' VARl 21. -0.2241r VAQl 31- 
VARl 51s -0.0775, VAR1.61. 0.0955, VARI 41. -0.08531 
VARI 311 0.0781, VARl 71; -0.2812. VARI 81-  0.0378s v A R l ~ 3 l =  -0.22p5, v A a l l l l ~  0.00001 VA91131= -0.?975..VA2l;&lr 0.3-31. vA?1151r 0.30129 VAQ1121= -0.45591 0.56129 VAXl161i -0.0446. VA i l l 171= .  . -0.15L51 VAQ1131= -0.23821 V A i l l 9 I =  -0.0695, 9 1 2 3 1 ~  -0.3057t 
VAQ121l= -3.2279, V A R l i 2 l -  -3.1562. V191231= -0.2985. YAR124I 
VARI251= -0.0229, YA2125l= -0.2583. vA11271= -0.1185. VARl2Sl: -0.20671 
V A R l 2 5 l j  -0.2247. V A R l 3 0 l r  0.0354. YAPl311. -0.176L9 VARl321 0.00921 
VAR1331; 011067. VARl3&1= -0.2664~ VAR(351- 0.0503, 
VARl371= 0.0230 -0.1322+ VARl361- -0.1782~ 
STANDZQO DEVI;ITIONS 
VARl 11. 
VAQ1 51; 0.83551 VARl 21- 0.9976, VAPl 61; 0.9752, VARI 31; . 0.5939, YAR( 01. 0.9185. VARI 71. o.ngs7. va?! 81. 0.92351 VA91 91- 0.338S1 VARl:31= 0.8409. YARII11= 0.4315. YARl12I: 0.66021 VA?l?31= 0.8689r VARIILI= 0.53651 VAR1151= 0.6986. A 1  - 0.7357, ~ ~ 2 1 1 9 1 ;  0.5565. YARl191= 0.2053. YARl161 0.6339. 
VAQI211- 0.7054r vAR1221= 0.55951 v A S l i 3 1 n  0.73159 VARIZOI= 0.82281 
VAR1251= 0.4308. V A i I 2 6 1 =  0.55159 YAR1241= 0.6787, 0.8325, VARI27l= VARl25I= '0.5220. ViR1391= 0.5516. VAR1281= 0.55411 0.5562. V A R 1 3 l l i  VARl331= 0.4726. VAR1341= 0.5252s VARl321= 0.72731 0.5661, YARl351- V A R l 3 7 l r  0.0018 0.6777, .'IAR1361= 0.92831 
SIWPLE CORRELATION COEFFlClENTS 
FOR ANOVA, TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES= 
.STEP WMSER 26 EhTER VARIABLE 1 9  
STANOiQ3 ERQOR OF ESTIVATE= 
VA21 191 5.50; 
0.00013 
0.00001 RESIDUAL SSO. BY ADDN OFVAR..SSQ= 
YULTIa.E CC?SELAT10:4 C3EFFlCIEST r 0.99720 




COEFF ST3 DEV T VALUE 
CJEFF 
-0,003929 O.OCO2 -18.9672 
0.000213 0.0331 2.0649 
-0.005396 O.OGJ* -12.7855 
0.00*632 0.0233 1*.0896 
0.000525 0.OC31 3.3231 
0.003967 08OC3L 8.0883 
0sOC00 -1.8885 
-"'000081 0. 50C 0.0131 2.7578 
0.02e508 O.OC11 20.6927 
-O.00131* 0.0002 -6.4659 
-0.300226 O.OiJO -3.8990 
0.000235 0.0032 1.1369 
-0.00058C OeCC23 -1.5674 
0.000376 O.Oi0k 0.8685 
0.001031 0.0:32 4.8463 
-0.530325 5.0330 -4.0015 
0.330138 0.0004 0.3216 
0.030379 0 .0 i31  2.4157 
0.030165 3.0221 1.2708 
-0.00r271 0.0055 -8.0595 
. 0.003622 O.OiJ1 4.1777 
0.300479 0,0232 1.9487 
-0.020169 0.0331 -3.7192 
O.OC035' 0.0233 3.9&&4 
0.000532 0.0030 6.7480 
-0.000953 O.OO5i -7,0307 
BETA COEFF 
TABLE NO. 7A 
Thickness Data Variable Designation 
Nunber Main' Variables 
\Far 1 Temperature 
Var 2 Bel t .  Speed 
Var 3 Dew Point . 
Tar 4 Atmosphere Amount 
Var 5 Plaque Spacing 
Var 6 1st ,Water Zone Temp. 
Var 7 2nd Water Zone Temp. 
Var 8 - Plaque Sequence 
Var 9 Weight :for 2 sq. i n .  
Var 10 Response, thickness x 10 w/o Interact ions  
Var 37 ' Response, thickness x 10 with Interact ions  
COOING PAX.. V I ? I A B L E S  I S  VJ%E?ICAL 3R3ER 
AVERAGES 
VA91 i l =  0.2969. V A ? l  21; -0.22+1, V x R l  3 1 1  p .0555*  v * R l  61; -2.U853. 
YAP1 51. -3.0775. V i i l  5 1 =  3.;701. VlrI 7); - u . Z i l Z .  VI.~ B I E  JOU3. 
V A ? l  9 1 =  -3.6179, V A d l l 5 l =  0 . i 3 3 J  
S T A W A 9 0  3 E V I A T I O P S  
VA71 1 1 =  s.4355. V:<l 2 1 =  3.3752, V...l 31; 5.55C9. V... l LI l= 3.9235. 
V A i I  51; C.5975. V $ i l  6 1 =  3 . i l 8 5 1  V - % l  71-  0.4587. V n n l  61= - 6 3 J 2 ,  
V A ? l  91; 0.2537. Y & ? l i E l =  3.3183 
STEP NU,SE? 9 EXTE? V n i l r S L E  7 
srn~mnas E??JX 3~ ESTIWTE= 0.51232 
V 4 9 1  7 1  ; S 7 =  3.23;5, ..;S13U*.. S S  . u Y  ..OD. .FV- . SS = 
'IIILTIPLE c S 3 ~ E L A T I C : I  CCEFFI:lE:$T = S.7429; 
G030VE55 fi-;,!T.Fl 9. 6 d 6 l =  33.8829 
COXSTAikT 4-n. - 3.295857 
VA? C3EFF S T 0  D i V  T VmhUE ~ c T  C0;FF 
C O t F i  
1 -0.513362' 3 .0233 -15.5527 -3.6374 
2 0 .?35331 3.0:37 6.3727 3.5;94 
3 -0. -35'131 3.;::7 - 3 . 3 3 ~ 7  -9.i7-5 . 
-3.235367 9.JC1.l -&.5613 -3.2355 
5 3.:37353 3.0138 .8.7C:1 0.2Fo9 
6 -0.351352 3.C:7 - 1 . 3 5 ~ 3  - 3 . ~ 2 2 5  
7 -?.SO7511 1 -1.4016 -J.U5-5 
8 .  ,.331365 ' U.J:;7 2.5276 i i . d 5 9 ~  
9 0+:35733 J . U i l 3  3.J873 0.;3v6 
2L:IOE STd'Y - T"IC< .E>5 TABLE NO. 7C REGRESSION DATA 
:>:T?.>L C \ K 3  US: =:? T-l:S < E G 7 5 5 S l J \  
:33'. 2 2 9  J 2-22: 2.iJ. 5 J j1.J. 2 2  4 .Jit ;.I "TO TmCKNESS x 1 0  WITH ImEUCTIONS" 
5l':SLE C C i i E L A T l C ' .  C3.Ec';CIC .T5 
FO+ A\OVAt TOTAL SJ, JC SCUARE5= 3.2361 
STE> \A?-? 23 Z.:TE? V a i i l A S L E  . 2 i  
ST: ,3423 3 3 0 7  C= E 5 T i i i T f =  31,:1173 
Y i : l  2 3 1  5.50. 
.:..I T -.JiGO. 2 E S : X A L  E5i. BY A:>\ 3iV.42. 5 5 2 :  
- IJLE i 2 7 Q F L A I I : i  C E E S F I C i Z X T  = 0 . 7 7 j i 3  6.' , . 5 3  2 T I  2 5 ,  >7il= &*.2;5i C'\STl..T TCW; 3 . 3 3 7 5 4  
COEFF 5 7 3  311 . 
EOEFF 
-:.3:97i2 -1..323 
. 'a315133 >.:I55 $.?h3,.:1 3 ~ ~ 1 3 -  
-3.3.7175 d . 2 3 ~ 5  




" . " 7 ? 2 1 ~  > . = A , ,  




~ . . C Z ?  
-7.3:7L:: ?.;?::i 
-".2331?5 
.. ..--: > . . . . I ?  
..,,.%1 (..-252 
-:.!l7q:- . ?.>I63 
- , . x9537 ..-117 
-i.'J3775 .-. -2:2 
:.U77.": >:,!:j 




Table No. 8A - Variable Designations For 
Table No. 8B-E - Strength and Void 
For Void Predictions:  
Use Table No. 6A With Interact ions  
For Strength Predictions: 
Use Table No; 5A With Interact ions  
Table No. 8B: Original Fac tor ia l  Data 
Column 1-9 = (L t o  R) = ~ a r ;  I t o  9. 
column' 10 = Predicted Thickness x 10 
Using Regression Table 7A: 
Column 11 = Predicted Void x 10 
Using Regression Table 6A 
Column 12 = Predicted Strength 
Using Regression Table 5A 
Column 13 = Void x Strength 
Table No. 8C: Predicted Actual Void and Strength'(L t o  R) Without 
Changing Levels (As check) 
Table No. 8D: Same Except Plaque Sequence (Var. 8) 
A l l  A t  6 Level 
Table No. 8E: Same Except Plaque Sequence (Var. 8) . 
A l l  A t  6 and Belt  Speed (Var. 2) A l l  a t  12 Levels 
Table No. 8F: Same Except Plaque Sequence (Var. 8). 
- A l l  A t  6 ,  Belt  Speed (Var. 2) A l l  a t  12 and Plaque 
Spacing -(Var. 5) A l l  a t  1 (Closest) Levels. 
TABLE NO. 8 0 
ORS( 11- 0.029359 
onsc 71-  ' 5 4 6 . 1 ' ~ 6 1 5 ~  0.0?'>')10 011s I 3 1 = 605.5.J1J793 0. o;?rc 1 ,! .7 OIJS I I+ 1 m 551! .4 ' )h;1( , ,+  0*0?t:d;!l 01351 51.2 0 ~ 0 2 1 1 5 ~ ~ 4  50').'17')176 
01151 6 ) -  0.027541 5 6 8 . 4 3 2 ~ 7 4  
OHS( 7) .  55 7.9'1(>757 0.027221 OFIS( 81. 0 0 0 7 0 2  / 6  600.128419 
onsc 9 1 -  '0.327443 574eYR3912 
onsc l o ) =  0.027770 615.473094 OUSI 11). 689.365724 
OBS( 121. 0.027548 , 595.956178 
ORSI 131. 0.027973 542.941773 0.9275136 625.952272 
OR51 11. 0.029689 327.560242 
OR51 21. 0.029945 33R.63a33d 
ORSl 3 1 s  0.028544 568.432374 
onsc 4 1 -  0.227541 557.999757 
0 9 5 1  51 3 0.028544 56a.432374 
0851  61.: 0.027541 
OR$( 7 1  = 0.0272>1 557.999757 60fl. l Z i J f 4 l Y  OHSI fl I = 0.0?7%%1 631l.128419 
0 9 5 1  9 1  = Oe0766f33 597.379835 
ORS( 101=  0,027526 625.922272 
OnSc 1 1 ) -  0.027872 
onsl 121. 433.131165 0.028639 328.0/+65OC1 
ORSI 13).  0.027586 625.952272 
0 0 5 1  11: 0 .029945  333.638338'  
OnS( 21. 0 .029945  338.60e33R 
OR51 3 1  = 0.028499 500.479553 
OR51 4 l =  0 .027541  557.909757 
OR51 51; 0 .020b99 500.479553' 
01551 61. 0 .027541  557.999757 
OHSI 71. 0 .027221  6OR.12W418 
01351 811 0 .027221  608 .128419  
OHS( 9 1 s  0 .027221  60R.128419 
OR51 1 0 1 =  0 .027541  557.999757 
oasc 111- 0.027827 362 .178094  
OHS( 1 2 1 3  0.078595 260.093506 
OBS( 131. 0 .027541  557 .999757  
TABLE NO. 8 P 
01151 1 ) .  0.(iZL)D4L, 338 .609333  
OR51 2 l =  0.079943 338 .608338  
ORS1 31 '  0.02'>627 114 .807144  
01)51 41. 0 .028669 2R4.707293 
O W 1  5 1 =  3.029627 114.8!)7144 
ORSI 6 1  = 0.029669 234 .787293  
0 9 5 1  7 1  9.G2727.1 0 .027221  608 .125419  
0 3 5 1  8 1 r  600 .128419  
9 1 = 0 .027221  608 .12d419  ' $ % I  l O l =  0.02d669 284.787293 
ORSI I l l =  0.028604 75.225906 
OHS( 1 2 1 s  0.029953 207 .770111  
0 R S i  1 3 l *  0 .028669 284.7R7293 
c-r r r cc r crrrr r rrr r r r r  r r r r  r 
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TABLE NO. 9 D 
< ,  
Regression of Table  98 Data For Void X 1 0  
CODING MAX.# VRR!ARLES I N  NUMERICAL ORDER 
~1868 .000  12.300 '54.020 82u.UOO 16.000 180.003 1 1 2 . d ~ ~  6.JU3 0.034  
CODING MIN. t VAI2IAI3LES IN N U Y Y I ~  ICAL  O I ~ D ~ I {  
1575.000 - -  . 6;- U.3 U 
... .. 
20.003 3001330 0.100 7<.000 83.i)JO 1 03U 11.034 
A V E R A G E S  
V A R I  l)= 0.56i,6, V A R I  21. 
VA91 51; 0.'0333, VARI 6 ) -  -0.1333, VAHI 3); -01J666, VARI 4 ) .  0.4333, VAR1 71. , -0.23331 V A R I  8 ) .  , -Je43UU, V A R I  9 ! =  ' a.ouso, V A I ~ I ~ O I .  0.2803 -0.23339 
STANDAR3 DEVIATIOXS 
VARI 11. 
V A R I  5 1 -  0.8300, VARl  2).  1.00789 VARI 61. 0.97949 VARI 3). 0.9388, VARl 7 ) =  O.YO06~ 1.0361r  VARI 9 l 4). B ) =  , 0.9242,. VARI 9 I =  0 .0300 t  VARI101= 0.3101 0.9806t  , 
FOP AXOVA* TOTAL SUM OF S3UARESn 0.0369 , 
STEP NUY9E9 8 ENTER VARIAl3LE 3 
STANDARD ER:<OR OF ESTII.IATE= 
VARI 31  550 -  0.03875 0.0303, RESIDUAL 550 ,  BY A35X OFVAII. SSO- hIULT IPLE  COItI<ELATIOIY COCFFICIENT = 0.59720 
G33DNESS 3 F F I T 1 F l  8 .  511=  
CONSTANT TERi.!= 3.5356 0.281732 . 






3.037339 0 . ~ 3 1 1  2 rO lRY  -0.1599 





3.0314 1.4300 0.2355 
6 - 0 * 0 0 5 0 5 7  0.0(115 -3.2239 " -0.2JL3 Oa007762 
7 
0.?016 1.6835 




0 e L 6 9 3  
0.0012 -1.6091 -0.1U96 
predictions Using Tables 5 and 6 Regressions. variable; Same A s  Table No. 9 A 
! VOID STRENGTH 
OBS (1) 5 High s t rength  leve ls ,  5 already a t  desired l e v e l .  
OBS (2) = OBS (t) modified by changing Var. (8).  
OBS (3)  = OBS (2)  modified by changing Var. ( 2 ) .  
leaving 5 & 8 
OBS (4) = High void leve ls ,  2 and 5 already a t  desired leve i .  
(5) = OBS (4).modified by changing Var. (8) .  
Mid-Level .furnace I 
' 6 .  4 5 .  803. 
f i r ,  4 5 1  820. 6 .  5  800. 
6 .  4 5 .  833. 
, /  2: 45.1.3C)D. 
4 5 .  800. 
6 .  45.. 800. 
6 .  4 5 .  830. 
, 6 .  4 5 .  830. 
. 6 .  45.. 800. 
. . 6 .  4 5 .  830. 
6 .  4 5 .  8". 
6 .  lr5., 800. 
6.  4 5 .  830. 
6 .  4 5 .  833. 
. 6 .  . '+5. U'Jo. 
: 6 .  4 5 .  800. 
6 4 5 .  920. 
6 .  4 5 .  80:). 
6 .  4 5 .  8 3 3 .  
. 6 .  45.. 800. 
6 . .  4 5 .  800. 
6 .  4 5 .  H00. 
6 .  4 5 .  833. 
' 6 .  4 5 .  800. 
6 .  45. . 830. 
6 .  4 5 .  $33. 
6 .  4 5 .  HUO. 
6 .  4 5 .  833. 
6 .  " 5 .  33:). 
6. 4 5 .  800. 
6 .  4 5 .  HuU. 
6 -  4 5 .  9O0. 
6 .  4 5 .  830. 
6 .  5  83;). 
6 .  4 5 .  800. 
6 .  4 5 .  ROO.  
6 .  4 5 .  833. 
6 .  4 5 .  839. 
6 .  4 5 .  1109. 
6 .  4 5 .  823. 
6 .  4 5 .  830. 
6. 4 5 .  SOU. 
' 6 .  4 5 .  ROO. 
6 .  4 5 .  3 3 3 .  
6 .  4 5 .  803. 
6.  4 5 .  833. 
6 .  . 4 5 .  300. 
6. 4 5 .  800. 
6 .  830. 
6 .  4 5 .  d20. 
6 .  4 5 .  830. 
6 .  4 5 .  830. 
6 .  , 4 5 .  803. 
. , 
TABLE 10A 
original data print 
7 5 .  100. 1. 
7 5 .  130. 1. 
7 5 .  109. 1. 
7 5 .  100. 1. 
' 7 5 .  103. 1. 
7 5 .  103. 1. 
7 5 .  l U J .  1. 
7 5 .  193. 1, 
7 5 .  193. 1. 
7 5 .  103. 2. 
7 5 .  1O0. 2 .  
7 5 .  133. 2. 
7 5 .  I O U .  2 .  
7 5 .  100. 2 .  
7 5 .  103. 2 .  
7 5 .  190. 2 .  
7 5 .  1Ji). 2 .  
7 5 .  120. 2 .  
7 5 .  1.1;). 3 .  
! 5 .  12J. 3 .  
1 5 ,  133. 3 .  
7 5 .  1JJ. 3 .  
7 5 .  . l o< ) .  3. 
7 5 .  100. 3 .  
7 5 .  133. 3 .  
7 5 .  1UJ. 3 .  
7 5 .  100. 3 .  
7 5 .  l 0u .  4 ,  
7 5 .  10d. 4 .  
7 5 .  1 3 ~ .  I+ ., 
7 5 .  1dJ. 4 .  
7 5 .  122, 4 .  
7 4 .  ~ J J .  
7 5 .  13J. 2: 
7 5 .  I O J .  4 .  
7 5 .  1OJ. 4 .  
7 5 .  132. 5 o 
7 5 .  103. 5. 
7 5 .  1JJ. 5 .  
7 5 .  1U3. 5 .  
7 5 .  133. 5 .  
7 5 .  190. 5 .  
7 5 .  1Ui. 5 .  
7 5 .  130. 5 .  
7 5 .  133. 5 .  
7 5 .  133. 6 .  
? 5 .  130. 6 . .  
5  103. 6 . 
7 5 .  13J. 6 .  
7 5 .  100. 6 .  
7 5 .  1UU. 6 .  
75. 109. 6 .  
15.  100. ' 6 .  
7 5 .  100. 6.  
i a b l e  dosignntion Table N o .  1A 
TABLE 10B 
comparison of Actual and Predicted Values of 
Void and Strength f o r  Mid-?,eve1 Run (Table 10A) 
PREDICTED ACTUAL 
Void Strength Void Strength 
PLA3UE STUDY - NID-LEVEL RUN I N O i 9 1  NEIGIiT PER 2. 50. IN. TABLE 11 A 
G50UP 1, DF = 8.. SSQ = 
GROUP 2, OF = 8. r SSQ = 
GROUP 3, 06 - 8.  r 5 5 0  = 
GROUP 4 1  OF = 8 . 9  SSQ 
GPOUP 5'1 DF =' H . ,  SSQ = 
GIIOUP 6 1  DF -9.q 5 5 0  = . 
T3TALv DF I 53;r 5 5 3  = 
: J IT t l l ' 4  GR.. DF = 48.. 5 5 0  = 
8ET;VEEV G?r OF = 5.. SSQ = 
F :iu$!9t2 (RETWEEDY GR./WITHIN GR; 
U.0010121 MS(VAR1 = 
J.ODYOZBt K S ( V A R I  3 
J.003923. MS1VARl , 
0 .063405,  MSIVARI  = 
0 .0036221  iMS(VAX1 = 
0.003386.  M b ( V A A I  
0 .02b4493r  MSIVAR) . 
O.OL3d1942. MS = 
0 . 0 0 3 3 6 9 8 9 ~  MS 
i4EAo.I SOUAHES) a 1;401 
PLAOUE STUDY - MID-LEVEL RUN INO.9) THICKI.IESS X 10. TABLE NO. 11 8 . 
GROUP 11 OF = B., SSP =' 
5ROUP 2. OF = 8 . r  SSQ : 
GROUP 3, UF = 8.1  SSQ = 
5RDUP 4 1  3 F  = 8. t SSO = 
GROOP 5, 3 F  = 8.9 SSQ = 
GROUP . 6 ,  OF' = 8.9 SSQ = 
TOTAL, DF = 53.1 SSO = 
;VITYIN GR.r DF 48.9 SSO a 
RETWEEN GR. DF 5.. SSQ a 
F YU:X3ER ((BETWEEN GR. /# IT I i IN  GR. MEAN 
J . 0 0 3 0 8 3 ~  MS(VAR) " 
0 . 0 0 3 1 6 Z t  I r lSIVAI i l  
U .000624 t  MblVAI4I  
3 r O D O l b d ,  MSIVAAI  = 
U.035184r  k ISIVARI 5 
U.0UJ51tl. MStVAHI  Q 
0.0023688$ MSIVARI  = 
O 0 0 J 1 7 4 2 4 5 v  NS = 
D.00932638? MS a 
SQUAIIES) " 1 7 9 8  
O.OJO126, S1G 3 
0.031003r  S I b  
U.OUJ4YOe S!b = '  
0.UUO425, S1G = 
3.JOJ452e S I G  = 
0.UOO385r b I G '  
U.tJ0O4931 S1G . 
U.UliJ4dJu2 
0.UU3673Y7 
O.Udu51J1 S I G  = O.UJj43e 14cArr a O.~L)*$LL 
J.dOJJ20, S I G  a J.UdL31 9 i.iEAtv U.LY~II 
0.OUJJ78, 5 1 6  = tJ03JUU3v I~EI\(.: . u ! L l d ~ J  
0.0033dJ1 S I G  = b.Odh47r , J I c I ~ I I  I I : . L u ~ ' # ' ~  
0.uuuU23, S l b  m . u.uJ41Y1 IvICAII a U.L I )L~>~ 
0.UudJbbt S I G  U . u u t l l 2 ~  N tA l r  ' d . & / a u u  
O.JUU039, S I G  . 0.046241 i4EAt3 U.L l l rb r  
U.JUUU363J . . 
U.UUJDG517 
-PLAQUE STUDY - YID-LEVEL RUN' INO.91 VOID X 1 0  TAOLE 11 C 
GqOUP 1 9  DF = 9.v 5 5 0  = 
GROUP 2, ' b ~  = 8 . .  ssa = 
GROUP 3 ,  DF = 8.1 SSO = 
G'lOUP 4 r DF '= 8 .  r SSO = 
GROUP 5 r  DF = 8. I SSO = 
.., . 
G9DUP b r  DF 5 .. 0 . 9  SSQ = , 
TOTAL* D F , =  53., 5 5 3  
'JITHIN GR;. DF = . f ro . .  sso 
SETWEEN GtZp DF a 5.r SSQ = 
F VUMSER ISET!VEEN GR.IWITHIN GR. 
0.00307d,  MS(VARI 
3.000133. MSIVAR'I 
0 . 0 5 0 7 0 8 ~  MS(VAR1 
0.000156e l'lSLVARI = 
0.03013Hv I IS IVAHI  = 
0.0034421 MSIVAR) E 
0.0019473r  MSIVAR) 
0 . 0 0 1 6 5 7 3 3 ~  MS 3 
0,000290001 MS 
MEAN SQUARES) 1.679 
DLAOllE STUDY - MID-LEVEL RUN lNO.91 STRENGTH X.01 TAIiLE iqO.11D 
G90lJP 1, DF 0.9 5 5 9  = 
GROUP 2 9  OF = Y. r SSO 
GSOUP 3 r  3 F  = 8.9 5 5 3  = 
GRoUP 4, OF -; 86, ,550 a 
GROUP 5 ,  DF = R . ,  5 5 0  ' 
SR3UP 6 ,  DF = 8., 5 5 0  = 
TOTAL* DF 8 53.9 5 5 3  n 
WITHIM GR., DF 48.. SS3 
SETUEEN GR, DF a 5.1 5 5 0  a 
F NUaVRER LFJETWEEN GR./WITHIN GR. 
O.UJJOU?P S1G J.Olr312, I N I C A O ~  U*L,!>:jY 
U.UUUU16, S1G I U.UJ4dMr !JIEAd -; I I . i ~ 3 ' 4  
o .uouuay1  , ~ I G  = U.UJ241)v AtAl ' i  d . 4 L . a ~ ~  
0 1 0 0 0 l l 9 r  S I G  = 0.bu442 1 I4CA;x * L).LLUdu 
0 . b 0 3 ~ 1 7 1  S I G  a 0.0U415 r OPIEA;U a U.LL4oo 
0.030055, S1G 0.UJ744r klEAtr O . i l uau  ' 
0.UOUU36, S I G  D U . 0 ~ 6 3 6 r  tr(EA14 a i).iilIl 
U.OUOU3452 
U . ~ U ~ U ~ ~ J O  
0.115L651 S I G  c 0.35950, ~ ' I E A I ~  = 5 . 4 1 1 ~ ~ t  
0 . 1 5 1 6 3 1 ~  51G U.4*44>be 8vlrH1v 2 . ~ 3 1 6 U  
0.593Y4Yt 5 1 6  1 .  0.77197,  cviEA,~ 5 . 0 U ~ f 7  
0.U7dYLlv S I B  U.Lt lJ I5e lb1EAs1 a 5.9.1*ua 
3 . ~ 5 1 9 5 5 1  S I G  u s 2 L 7 Y 3 r  ,.ILH,Y = ? . Z ~ U - I ~  
3.0>4816* S1G *~ d. ldb5Ye rtlcA.4 r , b . d I J r *  
O.Lj6044, S1G 0.48759r l<bA;t a ~ . ~ > Y Y L  
3.11907455'  
0.d04L5449 
Table No.. 12A 
r 
ANOVA D e t a i l s  
SOURCE 
Between Groups 
Within G r .  Bet. Runs 
'Within Runs Bet. PI .  
Within Plaques 
TOTAL 







*k(S/Mean x l oo ) ,  
Response =Weight  pe r  2 sq. in.  
Plaques = (9 ~ b s . / ~ l a q u e )  
Runs = (6  Plaques Per Run) 13  Runs 
Groups = 5 Rep. Runs (1-5) +3 S i n g l e  Runs 
Group = T o t a l  Groups 8 
ANOVA DETAIL 




- 618 .81553 
695 1.26924 
Mean = 1.69 
s X.k 
- Coeff.  Var. 




Between Groups 7 
Within G r .  Bet. Runs . 12-7 .= 5 
Within Runs Bet. PI., 77-12? 65 
Within Plaques 695-77= 618 






Between Groups 7 
Within Groups 688 
Within Runs 683 
Within Plaques 6 18 
TOTAL 695 
* " ( ~ / ~ e a n )  x 100 MEAN =. .28804 
Response = Thickness x 10 
ANOVA DETAIL 






Table No. 12C 
Response Void x 10 
SOURCE DF 
- 
Between Groups 7 
Within G r .  Bet. Runs 12-7,  = 5 
Within Runs Bet. PI .  77-12= 65 
Within PI .  695-77= 618 




f Between Groups 7 
Within Groups 688 
Within Runs 683 
Within Plaques, 618 
TOTAZ, 695 
" * ( ~ / ~ e a n )  x 100, Mean = .23009 
, 
ANOVA DETAIL 





Coef . Var . 
Table  No; 12D 
SOURCE DF 
- 
Between Groups 7 
Within G r .  Bet. Runs 12-7 = 5 
Within Runs Bet.  P1. 77-12= 65 






Be tween Groups 7 
Within Groups 688 
Within Runs 683 
Within Plaques 618 
TOTAL 695 
* * ( ~ / ~ e a n )  x 100, = 5.04307 
Response - St reng th  x .OL 
ANOVA DETAIL 
MODIFIED ACCUMULATIVE ANOVA 
Coef. Var. * 
TABLE 13A SLOPES FOR THICKNESS RESPONSE 
'ESPOXSE = TAIC<7ESSr  SLOPE F 3 i  TEYPE?ATUiZC, V Z .  1 
VA?. USED = . 1 10 1 6  
'<AX. OYIOX = D a d 3 5 2 9  
'.lIY. OYlDX = -3 .J i529  
RESPOFtSE = THICYUESSr SLOPE F3iZ UrLT SPEE3r V i3 .  2 
VAQ. USE9 = 2 1 2  1 9  2 3  2 3  2 4  1;- 
',:AX. 3 Y l D X  = 0.21252 
'81:. 3 Y l D X  = -3.31252 
RESPOSSE = THIC<"ESSv SL3PE FO? DE,: POI i<Tr  VAA. 3 
VAS. UScD = 3 2 2  2 6  2 7  2 4  3 0  18 
'4Ah. DY/DX = 0.35173 
':IIS. DY/DX = -0.53173 
~ESPOICSE = THICS4ESSr SLOPE F3.i ATYOSPHE2E A%;?INT VA*. 4 
VA?. USED = 4 3 1  3 2  3 3  3 4  3 5  1 9  
' A X  OYlDX = 0.02779 
"1%. DY lOX = -3.02779 
RESPOhSE = THIC<'YESSI SLOPE F 3 ?  PLA3UE,>SPACIhGs VAR. 5 
\<A?. USE3 = 5 11 1 2  1.3 3 6  3 2  3 1  2 5  2 "  
.,AX. OYlDX = 0.34039 
'.t16:. 3 Y l O X - =  -0.54339 
RESPOlSE = THIC<YESS* SLOPE F 3 l i  1ST 'XATCd CC3L iXG Z0;iEs VAII. 6 
!A?. USEE = 6 1 4  15  1 7  3 6  2 7  
.AX. 3 Y l E X  = 0.91379 
::lIr$. OYlDX = -0.01373 
RESsONSE = THICKo<ESSv SLOPE F3.7 2;iD sATE2 COOLI>;G Z3';E, VAR. 7 
VA?. USED = 7 2? 25 3 3  2 2  1 4  t1 
t.lAX. VY/OX = .O.OC589 
RIX.  OYlDX = - r 0 . 3 3 5 3 9  
RESPOiqSE = THICS.ICSSI SLOPE FSd PLA~uE.SEOUE.<CE. VA2. 8 
VA4. USED = 8 2 3  3 4  2 9  .23 2 1  1 6  i >  1 2  
MAX. DY lDX = . 0.01242 . - - - -  . 
YIY.  DYlOX = a0.31343 
. . 
TABLE I ~ B  - SLOPES FOR vom RESWNSE 
9ES?3XSf  = VOIOI SLOPE F 0 3  TE'.!?E3nTURE VnP. I 
VAS. 3SED = 1 11 1 4  1 5  16 
'<AX. 3 Y I O x  = 0 . 0 3 3 7 1  
VIV.  D Y l D X  = ' -G .03371  
SESPDYSE = V O I D +  S L 3 P E  FO? u E L T  SPEEDI V R. 2 
VA?. USEO = 2 2 0  2 1  2 3  2 4  . 
%AX. D Y I O X  = 0.00149 
GIY.  D Y I D X  = -0.00149 
SESPCSSE = V O I D *  SLOPE F3R SEX P 3 1 h T 1  VAR. 3' 
VA9. USED 3 2 6  2 8  2 9  3 0  11 
'!AX. 3Y /DX = 9 . 0 0 9 7 1  
I4IN. D Y I D X  = -0 .03971 
SESD3SSE = VOIS ,  SLOPE F3R VAR. 4 AT.YOS. A+OUNT 
VAS. USSD = 4 3 1  3 2  3 3  3 4  3 5  
4AX. D Y I D X  = 0 .00135  ' 
:II::. 3 Y I O X  = -0.03135 
9ESPCXSE = VOID, SLOPE FOR PLa3UE SPnCING. VnR. 5 
VAR. USEO = 5 1 2  1 3  3 6  3 1  2 6  2 0  1 0  
'4AX. 3 Y I D X  = 3 .03349  
M I \ . - 3 Y I D X  r -0.03349 
RESOONSE = VOID,  SLOJE F 0 8  1ST CATER COOLIYG ZONE VAR. 6 
VAR. USE5 = 6 1 7  1 8  1 9  3 5 . 3 2  2 1  1 4  
\<AX. D Y I O X  = .  0 .00178 
MIU..DY/OX = -3 .03178 
RESPOXSE = V O I D 1  SLOPE FOR 2Y5  ;\ATER COOLING LORE VAR. 7 
VA9. USED = 7 2 2  25  3 3  2 8  1 7  1 5  1 0  
'{AX. ?Y /9X  ? 0 .33586  
'41'4. 3 Y I D X . z  .. -3 .03586  
.~ 
. . 
SES?OXSE = V O I 2 1  SLOPE FO? PLAOUE SEOUENCE VnR. 8 
VA?. USED = 3 2 7  3 4  2 9  2 3  2 2  18 1 6  1 2  
t!AX. CYIOX = 5 . 0 0 4 1 1  
&!IN. DY/DX =, -3 .00411 
RESPONSE = V O I D *  SLOPE F 0 7  T H I C I \ E S S ,  V A ~ .  9 
VAS. USE9 = 9 3 5  3 0  2 7  2 5  26 19 1'3 
\:AX. 3Y/OX = 
MI'4. D Y l O X  n 0.03668 
-0 .00668-  
iESPONSE = STQEZlSTHt WAX. SLODE FOQ TE'?EXATi l lE VAA. 1 
VAQ. USED = 1 13 14 15 16 17 . 
'AfaX. D Y l D X  = 1349.17969 
91'4. D Y l D X  = -1949.17963 TABLE NO. 13C SLOPES FOR STRENGTH RFSPOASE 
RESPOpkSE ST iESGTY X4X. DYDX, VAR. = SELT SPEC0 VA1. 2 
VAR. U S t D  = 2 18 20 23 24 . 
YAX. D Y l D X  = 535.913C3 
"11%- D Y I D X  = -505.91333 
RESPOTSE = STRSVGTH. XAX. SLOPE F3R DE.< P O I v T  VA2. 3 
VAZ. USED = 3 25 27 29 3 0  2 
'JAX. D Y l D X  = 909.77404 
Y I N .  D Y l D X  = -909.77494- 
RESPONSE = STi lE'rGTH* >!AX. SLOPE FOX AT:<DS. 4-:0U;qT1 VAR. 4 VAQ. USED = 4 31 33 34 35. . 
W A X .  D Y l D X  = 973.15699 
YIY .  D Y l O X  = -973.16699. 
SESPONSE =' STSESGTH* B4X.  SLOPE FO? PLXJU2 SPACING VAR. 5 
VA3. USED = 5 10 11 12 36 4 3 2 1 
YAK. D Y l D X  = 1312.18603 
%I%. D Y I D X  = -1312.12603 
QESPO.USE = STREUGTHt XAX. SLOPE F O R - 1 S T  HATEX'COOL. ZO~UEI VAR., 6 VAQ. USED = 6 19 21 22 3 5 
Y4X. D Y l D X  = 316.42114 
Y I Y .  D Y I D X  = -316.42114 
RESPONSE = STREUGTH* i.14X. S L W E  i 3 R  2x3 CATEX COJL. ZONE VAX. 7 VAQ. USED = - 7 25 28 33 19 15 -10 
"AX. D Y l D X  = 11555.52832 
1 1 9 .  D Y l D X  = -1056.52832 
RESPONSE = STREUGTH* {.;AX. SLOPE FOS PLAQ. S C ~ V E N C E I  VAR. 8 
VA?. USED 9 32 4 3. 7 2 6 1 5 
\!AX. U Y l D X  = 1897.626T~ 
MIX. D Y l D X  = -1807.62671 
RESPOYSE = STREYGTH* :AX. SLOPE FO? THICK4ESSr  VAN. 9 
V A ? . U S E D =  9 5 1 6  2 7 3 8 4 
%!AX. a y l D x  = 1859.35425 
YIY.  D Y l D X  = -1859.35425: 
Table No. 14 
Comparison Mid-Level Run D9 
With Original  Data 
Within Plaques 
Response MS RaCio . .E (Cri t .  F (618,48,.10)=1.44) 
Weight .00132/.000481 = 2 :74 
Thickness .000107/.0000363 = 2.95 
- .  
Void .0001055/.0000345= 3.06 
Strength .47565/.1791 = 2.66 
- 
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2 EDNA F! D R h S K I N D  /WING F/ 
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ATTN, JAYES E, COOPER 4 ATTN, CRE 
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A, Me F, HR R A KNIGHT - -  - -:- -- -  1 ... . . . . .  2 - - . . - . . - - - . - 
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6 LOS ANGELESp CAL 9 0 0 4 5  
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-DK-HOWARD-J-XTKAUSS- $ - D R ~ E U G E N E - - W I L L I H N G R N Z -  
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY 4 C E D B A T T E R I E S  
,-FOCIT OF EXCHANGE STREET .. 5 DIV. OF E L E C T R I C  A U T O L I T E  CO, 
FREEPORTe I L L I N O I S  61033 6.CONSHOHOCKENe P A -  1 9 4 2 8  7 
DR. L, J, M I N N f C K  5 CUBIC CORPORATION 
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-. . . . - -  7-- .--.---I-..-. .._-- -- - - -  - ,
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3 ASTROPOMER LABORATORY. *,.,-_ l,..,, -,DR, JOHN WAUCHLY. _., ._-,.,-. 
MAUCHLY ASSGC IATES INC. 4 2 1 2 1  CARPUS DRIVE 
COWMERCE & ENTERPRISE 5 NEWPORT BEACH* CAL 9 2 6 6 3  
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- --2--. -. -- 
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UMSFORDs NEW YORK L O 5 2 3  6 SAN ANTONIO* TEXAS 7 8 2 0 6  
- , ;  ,,,,----,,,. ,,; ,*>,,," -.-.,,- 7 *; .--.....~,.--~-,~. *:=-,.,.=.- 
01 1 3  8 0114 
DR1-&*-C-7MAKR-IDES--- 1 - -- 
-. TYCO LABDRATORIESp ZNCo 2 
BEAR H I L L  3 UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 
HICKORY- D R I V t  47EWELOPME NT LABORATORY LI8RhRY- 
WALTHAM* MASS 02154 5 P,O.-BOX 5056 
,.-.,~-~..,.-..w=-~-.-~.-.-. ~ X L E V ~ L A N D  s. on10 44101 - -., .. . 
-. 
HESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP- 1 
ATTN, DR* Ce Ce H E I N  2 
-CONTRACT ADMIN,'--' -33, WT-RETTER .. --' . 
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ROCKETDYNE D I V I S I O N  DR, W.R SCOTT . 
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-ATTNi  -L IBRARY .- .- - . 3 TRH. SYSTEHS . I N C  ...-- - 
. 6633 LANOGA RVE. 4 ONE SPACE PARK 
CANOGA PA_RK-,-CAL-91304 - 
-. 5 REqONOO . .. BEACHI.-CAL 90278 - - - .- - .- -- . . - 6 . '  - 
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- 
1 MR C BANCROFT - - 
.- 2. . .~-1 /2094.  .. - . . I 
- MR. A.0. T O N E L L I  MS 7 C  3 TRW SYSTEMS, INC. 
MCDONNELL DGUGLASI I N C  4 - O N E  SPACE PARK 
-3000 OCEAN PARK BLVO. *F REOONDO BEACH...CAL. 90278 .-. - 
SAFlTA MON.ICAs CAL 9 0 4 0 6  - 6 3 
. . 
-UNf ON-CARB IDE-CORPORA+-ION .I 
ATTN OR RALPH BRODO $- 
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,,,.,-,,, - -,-.. -,-,--.a. 6 .PHILAC!ELPt i IAr .PA- . .19104-.-2 .. .-.- .%- I I I ,  
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MR P DELUCA ANO.MR # REAO 2 
: Y A R D N E Y  ELECTRIC-CO--- 1 - H R . - # I  Lt: I A M 8 0 YO 
HE HA I t  STR T TA R EVEL RENT . '1 
~ ~ Q C A ~ U L ~ C G N N . . ~ $ * ~ L  . . - $._Y82td S ~ ~ F I ~ ~ W D ~ ~ Y B R P A L  ~ 8 1 ~  ,._,..,- _ 
6 S A L T  L A K E  C I T Y *  UTAH 8 4 1 0 4  
7 : , 
